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Abstract
Climate change-related migration has received significant attention on the global policy agenda and
in public debate. Recent scholarship argues to refer to environmental mobilities instead of climate
change-related migration, to better capture the diverse ways in which people move in the context of
environmental change. However, a problematic feature of current environmental mobilities research
is its geographical focus: it almost solely focuses on internal displacement in or intercontinental
migration from the Global South. Environmental mobilities within or from countries of the Global
North, however, remain underexamined.
Given this knowledge gap, this explorative research aims to make a start in examining environmental
mobilities in the Global North using an exemplifying case study: a flooding in July 2021, that impacted
the municipality of Valkenburg in the Netherlands. The objective of this research is to shed light on
people's short- and long-term mobilities following the flooding of July 2021 and what factors shaped
these mobilities using in-depth, semi-structured interviews.
The main conclusion is that in shaping both people's short- and long-term mobilities mostly the
following factors played a role: the cost of moving, sense of safety and ontological security, place
attachment, social networks and family ties, and self-efficacy. Most interviewees had no plans to
move away in the near future but indicated that if they would move the risk or fear of flooding would
not be the main reason to do so. However, if they did ever move most of them would think twice
about the location, height, and distance from the Geul. Most interviewees indicated they would feel
safer living there if more measures were taken in the fields of flood protection and water
management.
Concerning people's perception on their long-term mobilities in the context of climate change, most
of the interviewees saw a clear link between climate change and past flooding. A few interviewees
did not see this link: they feel the flooding was caused by a combination of factors and was just bad
luck. Even though visions on climate change and its link with the flooding differ, in general people do
not see climate change as a reason to move away. This may be caused by abovementioned factors,
but something else also plays a role here: many felt that you are not safe anywhere from climate
change, hence moving away would not make sense to them.
This research made a start in exploring environmental mobilities within the Global North and can
serve as a basis for further research. This thesis research adds on existing literature by identifying a
wide variety of factors shaping people’s mobilities in the municipality of Valkenburg.
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1. Introductory chapter
1.1 Contemporary environmental mobilities research
Climate change-related migration has received significant attention on the global policy agenda and
in public debate. Governments, media, and other institutions are speaking increasingly of climate
migration, such as the New York Times stating that ‘’the great climate migration has begun’’ and
institutions such as The White House dedicating entire reports to the impact of climate change on
migration (Lustgarten & Kohut, 2020; The White House, 2021). One of the dominant discourses on
this topic emphasizes the ‘’mass migration’’ of so-called climate refugees from the Global South to
the Global North that will continue to take place if climate change aggravates (Boas et al., 2019;
Natarajan & Awad, 2018).1 There has been much critique on this ‘’apocalyptic’’ narrative on climate
refugees and on the term climate refugees itself, as this discourse frames climate migration as a
security crisis without scientific underpinning (Bettini, 2013; Boas et al., 2019; Chaturvedi & Doyle,
2010; Piguet, Kaenzig & Guélat, 2018). Meanwhile, most research shows that climate change-related
migration predominantly takes place relatively locally, mostly within countries, and points to the
diverse ways in which these environmental mobilities take form (Boas et al., 2019). For these
reasons, recent scholarship argues to refer to environmental or climate mobilities instead of climate
change-related migration, to better capture the diverse and unequal ways in which people move in
the context of environmental change (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019; Wiegel et al., 2021).
However, a problematic feature of current environmental mobilities research is its geographical
focus: it almost solely focuses on the Global South. Piguet, Kaenzig & Guélat (2018) reviewed 50
years of research in a bibliographic database of 1193 scientific papers and books on this topic, among
them 463 empirical case studies. This study uncovered that research on environmental mobilities and
related topics has mainly been about countries in Africa, South America, and Southeast Asia, and
primarily focuses on internal displacement and migration in countries of the Global South, or on
intercontinental migration from the Global South to the North (e.g. Balsari, Dresser & Leaning, 2020;
Held, 2016; Thiede, Gray & Mueller, 2016; Werz & Hoffman, 2016). Despite the focus on crossboarder migration, researchers do mostly agree that internal displacement within countries will play
a more important role in the future than international migration (Foresight, 2011, p. 37; Heslin et al.,
2019; Martin et al., 2020; White, 2011, p. 47). Environmental mobilities within or from countries of
the Global North, however, remain underexamined (Piguet et al., 2018). This lack of research into
this topic in countries of the Global North ignores the abundance of climate vulnerabilities in regions
such as Europe or the United States, such as the implications for cities and villages situated below sea
level or the impact of heat waves in urban areas (European Commission, n.d. a). Hence, more
research on this topic about countries in the Global North is needed.
In addition, more research here is needed because environmental mobilities and factors shaping
people’s mobility choices in the Global North could differ significantly when compared to the Global
South since these differ greatly concerning some key aspects. For example, the Global North for
example differs in terms of initiatives in the fields of climate adaptation and mitigation, which are
further developed in many countries in the Global North due to greater levels of capacities in terms
of resources and expertise (Adenle, Azade & Arbiol, 2015; Georgeson et al., 2016). These high
1

In this paper, the Global North represent the more economically developed societies of Europe, North
America, and Oceania, while the Global South represents, amongst others, countries of Africa, Asia and South
America (Odeh, 2010; Niermann, 2020). Reflection on these terms is provided in section 7.2.2.
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capacities to adapt and mitigate may influence the environmental mobilities of people living in the
Global North. Moreover, since the type and strength of climate change effects and risks differ
between the Global South and North, environmental mobilities and migration could differ greatly in
terms of e.g. type, occurrence, and drivers (IPCC, 2018; IPCC, 2021).
To sum up, there has been relatively little research on environmental mobilities that concerns
countries in the Global North. Given this knowledge gap, this research aims to make a start in
examining environmental mobilities in this region using an exemplifying case study. The selection of
the case study is extensively justified in section 2.1.2. The chosen case concerns a recent flooding in
July 2021, that impacted the province of Limburg in the Netherlands. Within the Global North, the
Netherlands is a leading player in initiatives on climate adaptation and water management
(Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2015; Stead, 2014), making it a good case to understand the
intersections between high capacities to adapt and mitigate and factors shaping the decision to move
or stay in the context of growing climate risk. These adaptation initiatives are well visible in Limburg,
a key recipient of initiatives improving water management since rivers such as the Maas (English:
Maas) and Geul are located here. Overall, these efforts made areas close to rivers safer and
increased the feeling of safety among the inhabitants (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. a; Wolsink, 2010).
Despite these efforts, however, in July 2021 rivers in Limburg could not discharge extreme amounts
of rainfall fast enough, which resulted in flooding (NOS, 2021c). Especially the hilly landscape of
Southern Limburg – where the municipality of Valkenburg and the river Geul are located – had to
deal with significant flooding, because of the relatively low-lying areas in the region. As a result,
homes were destroyed and roads were flooded, which heavily disrupted the lives of the areas’
inhabitants and caused hundreds of millions of euros worth of damage (NOS, 2021a; NOS, 2021b;
NOS, 2021c; NOS, 2021d). In the municipality of Valkenburg alone 700 households were displaced
and were even unable to return home. Research has confirmed the link between climate change and
the flooding, and floods like this are expected to happen more often in the future as a result of
climate change, for example due to more extreme rainfall events (Ekker, 2021; NOS, 2021c). The
impact of this flooding on people’s short- and long-term mobilities during and after the flooding
remains unexamined. This is what this thesis research focuses on. Specifically, this research centers
on the following types of environmental mobilities: short-term mobilities during and in the aftermath
of floods, and long-term mobilities concerning people’s perceptions on living in the region in the
future in the face of worsening climate change.
Since this thesis is based on one case study, it goes without saying that the findings of this research
cannot be generalized to the whole of the Global North. However, this case study makes a start in
investigating environmental mobilities and migration in countries of the Global North, and can serve
as a basis for further research, especially regarding the impact that infrastructural works and
adaptation efforts in shaping environmental mobilities both in the short- and long-term.

1.2 Research objective
The objective of this research is to shed light on people's short- and long-term mobilities following
the flooding of July 2021 that affected the inhabitants of the municipality of Valkenburg, and what
factors shaped these mobilities. As stated before, short-term mobilities in this context mean the
choices of people that concern their mobilities during and in the aftermath of the flooding. This
concerns, for example, decision-making about evacuation, (temporary) housing, habitability, and
possible relocation. This thus concerns mobilities during the flooding and within days, weeks or
several months after the flooding. Long-term mobilities, then, concern people’s perceptions on living
12

in the region in the future, especially in the context of worsening climate change. This thus concerns
people’s perception on living in affected regions (or not) in the long-term, e.g. after multiple months
or years, and what factors shape these perceptions. The distinction between short- and long-term
mobilities is made since there has been little to no research between the distinction between these
two or how they relate to one another. Moreover, instead of discussing people’s environmental
mobilities all at once, this distinction ensures that short-term mobilities are elaborated on first
before discussing long-term mobilities. Hereby, this distinction helps to structure the discussion on
people’s mobilities. A secondary aim of this research is to reflect on the findings in relation with and
compared to key findings and assumptions on environmental mobilities that is largely based on
research from the Global South, to put the findings into a wider context.
Since there has been relatively little research into this topic in the Global North, the research is
rather explorative. Attention was paid to the factors put forward in existing scientific literature (see
Chapter 4), but it was not possible to know beforehand if and to what extent these factors also or in
similar ways play a role in the research area. Hence, possible factors driving people’s mobilities are
not fully defined beforehand or included already in the research questions.
The outcome of this research also aims to provide insight into environmental mobilities, people’s
mobilities and factors that shape these choices in the municipality of Valkenburg, which in turn helps
to understand what can be expected in the future in terms of how people move or do not move,
why, and how they decide to do so in a Global North context. These insights are important since
climate change and its effects, such as extreme rainfall and flooding, are expected to become more
common in the future in countries of the Global North (Ekker, 2021; European Commission, n.d. b;
Gaalen, 2021). The outcome of this research can, for instance, inform policymakers in making
environmental policies related to climate change adaptation, mitigation, and migration.

1.3 Research questions
The main research question of this thesis is as follows:
Which factors shape(d) people’s short- and long-term mobilities during and after the flooding of July
2021 in the municipality of Valkenburg, the Netherlands?
The following empirical sub-questions will help to answer this main question:
• Which factors shaped people’s short-term mobilities during and in the aftermath of the
flooding?
• How do people affected by the flooding perceive their long-term mobilities in the face of
worsening climate change, and what factors play a role in this?
The sub-question below will be used to provide context to the flooding by asking people about their
experiences:
• In which ways were people affected by the flooding?
Lastly, the following sub-question will be used to put the findings into a wider geographical context.
This question is not an empirical one, but will be key for the discussion chapter:
• What do the insights from the Valkenburg case study teach us about differences and
similarities in environmental mobilities between the Global North and the Global South?
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1.4 Report outline
This report comprises several chapters. The current chapter, Chapter 1, stated the problem
definition, research objective, and introduced the research questions. Hereafter, the methodology
(Chapter 2) explains how the research was executed, by discussing the research paradigm and data
collection and analysis methods. Subsequently, background information (Chapter 3) is provided on
the municipality of Valkenburg, the river Geul, the flooding itself, and water management projects in
the region. Thereafter, the conceptual framework (Chapter 4) elaborates on existing scientific
literature on the topics at hand and demarcates the main concepts used in this research.
Consequently, the results in Chapter 5 and 6 will discuss in which ways people were affected by the
flooding and people’s short- and long-term mobilities, respectively, using the data collected in
interviews. The evaluation and discussion (Chapter 7) evaluate the research findings and compare
them with theory. Lastly, the conclusion and recommendations (Chapter 8) summarize the findings
of the research and answer the research questions. Recommendations for future research and
several policy recommendations based on this thesis research will also be discussed here.
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2. Methodology
This chapter will elaborate on how the research was executed and why certain choices were made in
this regard. This helps to strengthen the study’s validity and reliability and ensures reproducibility
(Drost, 2011; Meyer, 2001). The chapter will start with discussing the used research paradigm, which
includes the research design and the study’s ontological and epistemological assumptions. Next, the
used data collection methods are extensively described. Lastly, how data was analyzed is discussed.

2.1 Research paradigm
2.1.1 Research design
For this research, a qualitative research design was used. A qualitative research design is better
suited for research that strives to gain in-depth knowledge on matters such as choices and
experiences, which was the case in this research (Bryman, 2012, p. 401; Hammarberg, Kirkman &
Lacey, 2016; Kumar, 2011, p. 104). Additionally, this research was explorative since little to no
research on this specific research topic had been done in the research area or on the impacts of the
flooding yet while applying an environmental mobilities lens. The research being rather explorative
and empirical, the goal was not to conduct a large-n study from which one can generalize findings,
but an in-depth case study making use of qualitative methods. A case study was suitable here
because the phenomenon to be investigated – environmental mobilities and (im)mobilities – were
not well-investigated and -understood in the research area yet (Kumar, 2011, p. 127). Since only one
case – the municipality of Valkenburg – was investigated here, it is a single case study. How and why
this case was selected is described in the section below.
The data collection methods consisted of literature review and desk research, and semi-structured
interviews. More details on these used methods can be found in section 2.3.
2.1.2 Case selection
The selected case study was the flooding in the municipality of Valkenburg in the region of Limburg in
the Netherlands. One single case was studied instead of multiple ones. Other areas in Limburg or in
other countries where flooding occurred as well, such as Belgium and Germany, were not selected
for several reasons. First of all, this was decided due to feasibility and time constraints related to the
scope of this research. Secondly, the objective of this study was not to compare, but rather to obtain
an in-depth understanding of the topic. In addition, the Netherlands was interesting to focus on from
a scientific point of view: the Netherlands is a wealthy country in the Global North that is known for
making living below sea level possible and is a leading player in initiatives on climate adaptation and
water management (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2015; Stead, 2014). Without dikes and
dunes, 60% of the land area would regularly be flooded, since about a quarter of the country lies
below sea level and 29% of the land area is sensitive to flooding by rivers. Within Limburg there are
many adaptation and flood protection initiatives visible, especially close to rivers such as the Maas
and Geul (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. a). However, despite these initiatives and a relatively high altitude
compared to the rest of the Netherlands, even Limburg is still prone to flooding due to hilly
landscapes and rivers that are not accompanied by dikes everywhere (Actueel Hoogtebestand
Nederland, n.d.).
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Despite previous facts, people continue to live in these vulnerable areas, which made the
Netherlands interesting to focus on for this study. The selected case was well-considered and
assumed to be exemplary of other regions in the Global North which are often characterized by high
capacity for measures concerning flood protection and climate adaptation and mitigation, which
makes it a good case to see how these high capacities relate to factors shaping the decision to move
or stay in the context of environmental change. Lastly, it was considered a safer option to choose a
research area in the own country of residence (the Netherlands) due to uncertainty about the COVID19 situation during the period of research. If borders were closed again, research in other countries
would have been very difficult to conduct.
Within Limburg, the municipality of Valkenburg was selected to focus on since this area was most
severely affected: 700 households were displaced as a result of the flooding, there was about 400
million euros worth of damage according to the municipality, and the most damage reports (almost
13.000) came from this municipality (1Limburg, 2021; De Telegraaf, 2021; NOS, 2021d). For researchrelated reasons, choosing one municipality to focus on was more suitable and convenient as well, as
it ensured that the research, including e.g. interviews, was conducted in the same context. The
flooding and the damage it did, including the related mobilities, differed per town. Focusing only on
the municipality of Valkenburg ensured all interviewees were in a relatively comparable situation,
which allowed for in-depth understanding of the context. Additionally, choosing one area meant
more attention and time could be paid to that specific area. For example, this made on-site visits and
research more convenient, and there was more time to dive into the local context.
Lastly, this research focused on affected people through conducting interviews, to gain insight into
their short- and long-term mobilities during and after the flooding. The focus here was on all affected
people, rather than only on displaced or relocated inhabitants. For example, inhabitants that only
had a flooded basement and did not evacuate were also included, next to inhabitants that were
displaced and had to find a temporary place to stay. This focus was chosen for several reasons. First
of all, including affected people was considered a more inclusive and diverse approach, since this
allowed for more perspectives to be included than when e.g. only including inhabitants that were
displaced. This focus matched the environmental mobilities lens applied in this research, which aims
to better capture the diverse and unequal ways in which people move (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019;
Wiegel et al., 2021). Hence, all affected people were considered, which also allowed for inclusion of
e.g. restaurant and hotel owners or entrepreneurs alongside inhabitants. Secondly, affected
inhabitants were easier to find and contact, also because there were more of them, but most
importantly they were often more willing to cooperate in the research.
2.1.3 Ontology and epistemology
Before conducting research, ontological and epistemological assumptions must be addressed. These
can be seen as a way of understanding the reality of the world and studying it (Rehman & Alharthi,
2016). These assumptions determine our beliefs about the nature of reality and the social world, and
how assumptions are made about knowledge and how it can or should be acquired (Bryman, 2012, p.
27; Bryman, 2012, p. 32; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007, p. 5.; Richards, 2003, p. 33; Snape &
Spencer, 2003). In other words, all these assumptions together define how the research is framed. In
turn, this affects which methodologies are chosen to collect data and accumulate findings.
Constructionism was the ontological assumption for this research, since phenomena and experiences
were not defined in ‘measurable’ terms but based on inner experiences of humans where notions
such as choice, freedom, individuality, and moral responsibility play a key role (Al-Saadi, 2014).
16

According to constructionism, external reality exists but is only known through the human mind and
socially constructed means. Hence, reality is subjective. The researcher aims to understand a
phenomenon from the perspective of those who are experiencing it, hence methods such as
(participant) observation and interviews are common in constructivist research (Sagvaag & Silva,
2008). What relates to this is the notion of social constructionism, which offers a relational approach.
To make sense of the social world, social constructionism views knowledge as constructed instead of
created (Andrews, 2012). Society is viewed as existing both as a subjective and objective reality. It is
thus mostly in line with constructionism, but where it adds on the latter is that social constructionism
places great emphasis on everyday interactions between people and how they use language to
construct their reality. Therefore, it sees the social practices people engage in as the focus of enquiry.
However, in this thesis research constructionism will be the main ontological assumption of this
research as it focuses on individual, inner experiences of humans instead of social practices between
people (Al-Saadi, 2014; Andrews, 2012).
Concerning epistemological assumptions, interpretivism was the approach for this research. This
approach enables researchers to gain in-depth information through investigating experiences and
perceptions of a particular social context – which is the objective of this research (Alharahsheh &
Pius, 2020). According to interpretivism, the social world is approached through the understanding of
human behavior, and the researcher tries to understand the social world both by using his/her own
as well as the participants’ understanding (Al-Saadi, 2014). Knowledge is viewed as being personal,
subjective, and unique.
Additionally, the research process was characterized by abductive reasoning, which fits social and
qualitative research – such as this thesis research – well (Lipscomb, 2012). Abductive reasoning
concerns making predictions or ‘’educated guesses’’, based on the best available evidence or data
(Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2021). It is a self-correcting and self-reflective method. In
addition, abduction is more about the interaction between theory and data or observations and can
thus be seen as a combination of induction and deduction (Järvensivu & Törnroos, 2010). This suited
this research since the collected data was not only used to formulate a theory or ‘’educated guess’’
concerning environmental mobilities in the research area but was also compared with findings on
environmental mobilities in countries of the Global South. Abduction resembles induction and is
often seen as a form of it, but there are some differences. Both make inferences based on
observations, but in abduction there is an appeal to explanatory considerations, which is not the case
in induction: in induction, there is only an appeal to observed frequencies or statistics (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2021). Abductive reasoning fitted better than inductive reasoning,
especially since this research concerned a case study and making general conclusions or theories
would thus be unfounded (Al-Saadi, 2014). As the goal was also not to merely use collected data to
test existing theories, deduction was also not suitable here. Of course, existing theories and literature
could help to inform the research in knowing what could be expected and to compare findings to,
but these did not solely guide the research.

2.3 Data collection methods
2.3.1 Literature review and desk research
A literature review was required to obtain an overview of the underlying concepts used in this
research, which was needed to develop a framework on the theories and concepts relevant for this
research. This placed the research in perspective to what previous researchers already investigated
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about the concepts at hand (Kumar, 2011, p. 390). Hence, secondary data was used and investigated
here. To gather relevant literature, research on relevant concepts was done using mostly online
scientific databases such as Google Scholar, Scopus and WUR Library. This was done using both selfgenerated search terms, to ensure inclusion of recently published articles, and a snowball sampling
method, to include key publications in the field of research and obtain relevant articles relating to
the topic (Lecy & Beatty, 2012). This helped to ensure that the literature sample contained key
publications in the field of research. In particular, review articles (also called ‘’state of the art’’
articles or meta-analyses) were used to help structure the conceptual framework and generate an
inclusive overview of relevant literature and were supplemented with other relevant and recent
articles. This literature review will, in the discussion, help to reflect on this research’s findings and
compare them with research done in the Global South.
After establishing the conceptual framework, desk research was conducted that related more to the
research area – the municipality of Valkenburg – to provide necessary background information. For
example, more information was gathered on the history of the research area, the political landscape.
Information was also gathered about the flooding of July 2021, and about water management
projects and how these have played a role in the research area and the flooding. This background
information was important to understand the research area, and to be able to make sure the
interviews were comprehensive of the local context. Such information could not always be found in
scientific articles, in which case websites of the Dutch government and related institutions were
consulted. Newspapers were also useful in providing information on the flooding.
2.3.2 Semi-structured interviews
As field research, interviews were conducted in the municipality of Valkenburg. Conducting
interviews was well suited in combination with the research paradigm and design, but also fitted the
mobilities approach which emphasizes the importance on experiences and practices. Next to
retrieving information on people’s mobilities, the interviews also provided background information
on the flooding by asking about people’s experiences, material damage and emotional impact due to
the flooding: this can be found in Chapter 5. This background information was obtained with the goal
of providing context to the flooding but also to better understand in which context people’s
mobilities manifest itself as described in Chapter 6.
The advantages of conducting interviews for this research are further outlined below.
Through conducting interviews, detailed and rich information could be acquired about the mobilities
of inhabitants that are living or have lived in the affected areas (Kumar, 2011, p. 150). Retrieving such
information through other methods would have been difficult. For example, when asking people
what motivated their mobilities through an online survey, I would most likely get a shorter and less
informative answer than when this question is asked during an interview (Harris & Brown, 2010;
Nielsen, 2011; Rolnick et al., 1989). In an interview, follow-up questions can be asked or the
interviewee can be encouraged to tell more about the topic, or a question can be further explained
(Kumar, 2011, p. 150).
Another important consideration was the fact that the flooding can be a sensitive topic for people to
discuss. People’s homes got damaged or destroyed, and people might be traumatized from the
experience (Chen & Liu, 2015; Fernandez et al., 2015). During an interview, it was easier to take this
into account by making sure the questions are asked in a pleasant manner and the interviewee feels
comfortable sharing his/her experiences and motives (Harris & Brown, 2010; Kumar, 2011, p. 149).
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Consequently, the interviews themselves were constructed keeping this in mind. The questions were
ought to not be too direct or confronting, and entering the interview as a researcher with an open
mind and understanding for the sensitivity of the topic was key (Rodriguez, 2018).
The considerations described above were the reason for choosing to do one-on-one interviews
instead of group interviews or focus groups. Interviews were always done with one or more persons
from the same household, to ensure the interviewee(s) felt comfortable to share their story. In
addition, because of these considerations doing the interviews in person was preferred, but due to
COVID-19 some interviewees preferred to do it online (through Microsoft Teams). If the interview
was in person, I did a self-test in advance for safety and wore a face mask if the interviewee
preferred this. In Table 1, an overview is provided of the interviews, along with when and where they
were conducted and some additional information if necessary. In Appendix C, more background
information on the interviewees is provided.
Table 1: Overview of the conducted interviews with the date, location, and additional information.
Interviewee # Date
Location
Additional information
1
16-11-2021 Valkenburg
2
16-11-2021 Valkenburg
3
16-11-2021 Valkenburg
4
26-11-2021 Online
5
18-11-2021 Valkenburg
6
18-11-2021 Valkenburg
Belongs to same household as #7, separate
interview
7
18-11-2021 Valkenburg
Belongs to same household as #6, separate
interview
8
23-11-2021 Valkenburg
Belongs to same household as #9, interviewed at
the same time
9
23-11-2021 Valkenburg
Belongs to same household as #8, interviewed at
the same time
10
3-12-2021
Online
11
25-11-2021 Online
12
29-11-2021 Valkenburg
13
23-11-2021 Valkenburg
14
3-12-2021
Online
15
16-12-2021 Valkenburg
16
13-12-2021 Valkenburg
Belongs to same household as #17, interviewed at
the same time
17
13-12-2021 Valkenburg
Belongs to same household as #16, interviewed at
the same time
18
3-12-2021
Valkenburg
19
13-12-2021 Valkenburg
Prior to every interview, a consent form (see Appendix A) was voluntarily signed by the interviewee
or the permission for this was recorded, to ensure the interviewee was aware of the type of
information that was wanted, why, how they were expected to participate, and what rights they had
(Kumar, 2011, p. 244). Along with informed consent, permission was asked to record the interview,
since recording ensured accurate transcription of the interview. In addition, all interviews were made
anonymous to ensure privacy. In some cases, the interviewees sent photos after the conducted
interview that they allowed to be used, to provide a more visual representation of their experiences.
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When using these photos, it was made sure their identity could not be traced to keep ensuring
anonymity.
The interviews were semi-structured (Adams, 2015). An interview guide (see Appendix B) was used
during all interviews, which is a list of the main themes to cover during every interview (Adams,
2015; Bird, 2016). Semi-structured interviews allow for a more natural conversation, while still
maintaining some structure and uniformity between different interviews. For example, the order of
questions differed in every interview, and sometimes the interviewee started elaborating on several
topics and it was decided to just let him/her tell this without asking questions in between. The
interview guide was mostly used as a kind of checklist, especially at the end of the interview, to make
sure all essential questions were asked. Hence, the interview guide ensures essential topics were
discussed, while allowing plenty of room for flexibility and follow-up questions if needed. In addition,
when a question or topic turns out to be inappropriate or irrelevant, the interview guide can be
changed, and subsequent interviews need not cover this. However, this appeared not to be
necessary.
After every interview, I critically reviewed the interview and my role in it as researcher. For example,
I attempted to encourage people to tell more about e.g. an experience or opinion they had without
sounding too subjective. I wanted people to feel comfortable to elaborate further, but not express I
either agreed or disagreed as this is irrelevant and may compromise researcher objectivity
(Thøgersen, 2005). Hence, after every interview such matters were reviewed and possible learnings
could be useful for subsequent interviews. Of course, at least some researcher subjectivity is
unavoidable, and some degree of researcher subjectivity should not be mistaken with interviewer
bias, as the former does not necessarily lead to the latter (Lowes & Prowse, 2011; Roulston &
Shelton, 2015). In addition, strict objectivity and formal standardization of interviews might break
with wat interviewees expect of a conversation, hence allowing some element of conversational
freedom is desired (Thøgersen, 2005).
2.3.2.1 Sampling
To select interviewees, a non-probability or non-random sampling design was used, which is a
sampling design in which the selection of individuals from a sample population – in this case the
inhabitants of Valkenburg – does not happen randomly but is based on other considerations, such as
convenience or judgment (Kumar, 2011, p. 206). This sampling design was suitable, since there was
no (publicly available) complete list of people affected by the flooding, partially due to privacy issues
(Kirchherr & Charles, 2018; Kumar, 2011, p.199). As a result, interviewees could not be selected
randomly. However, since the aim of this research was not to generalize but to gain in-depth
information, a non-probability sampling design was deemed adequate.
The used sampling method was snowball sampling: the interviewees were selected using networks
(Kumar, 2011, p. 208; Oregon State University, 2010). Interviewees were selected and approached by
asking people and/or participants whether they knew others who would want to participate in the
research. However, to ensure privacy and permission, potential interviewees were always asked first
if they were interested and consent with me getting their contact details. This way, the potential
interviewee was not contacted without his/her permission.
To start the snowball sampling process, several individuals and organizations were first contacted to
identify possible participants. First of all, the municipality of Valkenburg was contacted, and a
councilor of the municipality could bring the researcher in touch with some affected households.
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Secondly, housing corporations were contacted, since they had up-to-date information on which
houses and households were affected and which households were displaced. Thirdly, organizations
that helped people after and during the floods in any way (e.g. psychological help), such as Trajekt
and MEE Zuid Limburg, were contacted and provided some participants as well. Fourthly, some
affected inhabitants' contact information was publicly available, e.g. because they appeared in a
television interview concerning the flooding or did an online interview (Alders, 2021; Human, 2021).
They could thus be contacted as well. Lastly, some of the researcher’s acquaintances from the south
of Limburg were contacted, who had contact information of a few people who were affected and/or
knew other people who were.
Once some initial participants had confirmed, they could identify other potential participants and the
‘’snowball started rolling’’. Since snowball sampling was used, I did not have full control over who
was contacted and in turn over the sample’s composition. In addition, since there were also plenty of
people who did not want to participate due to personal reasons or did not have the time, it could not
be afforded to be too critical in selecting interviewees. In other words, if someone wanted to
participate in the research I was thankful and always accepted. As a result, not too much attention
was paid to the sample’s composition, for example concerning age, gender or living situation.
However, it did happen that when asking interviewees if they knew others who wanted to
participate, they asked me what kind of people I was still looking for. In that case, I indicated I was
looking for more young people, for example, since they were not very well represented in my sample
yet. Hence, throughout the sampling process it was made sure there was not an excessive under- or
overrepresentation of certain groups of characteristics. In the end, this made the sample more
representative and diverse, since the sample included people with different ages, genders, living
situations, and so on. In Appendix C, an overview of the interviewees and their characteristics is
provided. Of course, the interviewees remain anonymous.
The process of snowball sampling was continued until the required number or a data saturation point
was reached (Kumar, 2011, p. 213). Beforehand, this was estimated to be reached when interviewing
between 15-20 people, hence the aim was to interview 15-20 people. In total, 19 people from 16
different households were interviewed. In qualitative research, of course, a data saturation point is
highly subjective (Kumar, 2011, p. 213). However, since interviews were conducted with a diverse
group of people and little to no new information was emerging after ±15 interviews it was felt the
data saturation point was reached for this research. For example, after around 10-15 interviews no
new information emerged from asking interviewees about their motivations to not leave the
municipality of Valkenburg after the flooding. In other words, it was felt the diversity of mobilities
and factors driving these was sufficiently captured. Details about the interviewees and their
characteristics can be found in Appendix C.
In the end, the diverse sample and the feeling data saturation was reached contributed to the
research validity. Of course, there was a group of people that did not want to participate in the
research, and the reasons for this and exact composition of this group is unknown. However, since
the selected sample was nevertheless diverse – as there was no visible under- or overrepresentation
of certain characteristics or groups – and data saturation was reached, this was not considered
problematic here. In addition, comparing results with theory in Chapter 7 ensured data triangulation
which further enhanced research validity.
Initially, it was also planned to pay on-site visits to the municipality and talking to people there at
public sites – such as market areas – as an option to get into contact with possible participants and to
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get acquainted with both the research area and its population (Boas, 2020). However, several people
from Valkenburg advised against this, since the inhabitants have had some bad experiences during
and after the flooding with reporters and so-called ‘’disaster tourists’’, who came to the disaster area
to make news items or make photos.2 Hence, it was decided to not try to find at public sites.
However, some flyers with information about the research were made to be given to people who
already participated, so they could give it to other people who might be interested in participating.
This way, they could spread the word about the research more easily in their networks, and the
snowball sampling could take place. The flyer (in Dutch) can be found in Appendix D.

2.4 Data analysis
The acquired data from the interviews were coded. Coding is a way of analyzing, organizing, and
making sense of textual data; in this case interview transcripts (Basit, 2003). Coding involves
subdividing the data and assigning themes, which can be seen as labelling text to allocate units of
meaning to it. The labels may cover words, phrases, sentences, or whole paragraphs. Coding hereby
helps to identify commonalities, differences, and patterns within the data.
In this research, coding was done using the grounded or inductive approach: no codes or themes
were set up prior to the coding process (Basit, 2003). Hence, open codes were used (Wagner &
Fernández, 2015). This allowed for codes and themes to emerge from the data itself, which suited
the explorative and abductive nature of this research (Bengtsson, 2016). As codes emerge directly
from the raw data, this process ensures the validity of the work. To illustrate, it was not decided in
advance which list of codes would be used while coding the interviews. As a result, codes that would
not have been thought of initially could be included. Of course, the list of codes could partially be
determined by the topics in the interview guide or concepts in existing literature, but one important
difference in open coding is that codes can still be added during data analysis. Given the relatively
small sample size and the explorative nature of the research, manual coding was considered an
efficient and effective method. Automatic or electronic coding is not considered feasible or suitable if
it does not involve a considerable number of interviews (Basit, 2003).
In Appendix E the coding list is included, which is a list of the main codes and sub-codes used during
analyzing the interview data is shown. In addition, this coding list includes explanations of the codes
to secure reliability (Bengtsson, 2016).

2

Interviewee number 2, 8
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3. Background information
In this chapter, background information is provided on the municipality of Valkenburg, the river Geul,
the flooding of July 2021, and water management projects in Southern Limburg. The purpose of this
is not to provide an all-encompassing informative chapter that includes all aspects related to these
topics, but to better understand the context of the research area and the identity of the research
population.

3.1 The municipality of Valkenburg
3.1.1 General information
The municipality of Valkenburg aan de Geul counts about 16.300 inhabitants (Gemeente Valkenburg
aan de Geul, n.d. a). The total area of the municipality is 36,90 km2/3690 ha. The municipality is
located in the hilly landscape of Southern Limburg, in the center of the protected Heuvelland nature
reserve (Gemeente Valkenburg aan de Geul, n.d. b). The town of Valkenburg is at the center of the
municipality and has a rich tourist tradition: it has been a major tourist attraction for over 135 years.
The medieval city center is full of terraces and shops, surrounding the castle ruins and above the
centuries-old corridor systems.
The municipality of Valkenburg has many events all year round and celebrates mostly the same
cultural traditions as in the whole of Limburg (Gemeente Valkenburg aan de Geul, n.d. b; Provincie
Limburg, n.d.; VVV Limburg, n.d.). One of the key traditions includes the annual carnival, which is
celebrated all over Limburg. During carnival, people wear beautiful and extravagant carnival outfits,
which they often make themselves, and there are parties and music all around. Traditionally, the
celebration is about folklore and fraternization, and it is originally a catholic feast. Although carnival
has changed over the centuries that it has been celebrated, it remains one of the most important
aspects of Limburg’s culture. Next to the carnival, there are also many art, music, cycling and walking
events in the municipality of Valkenburg. In October, there is the Bokkemért fair. The internationally
well-known ‘’Christmas Town Valkenburg’’ festively closes off the year. The municipality has also
been declared as the best ‘walking municipality’ of the Netherlands. Many hikers enjoy the hilly
landscapes, special views, sloped forests, and sunken roads. Southern Limburg is famous for its hilly
landscapes, the Heuvelland, where the municipality of Valkenburg is located.
The municipality has its own logo, which shows a falcon (in Dutch: ‘Valk’) on a marl-colored castle (in
Dutch: ‘burcht’), located between green hills: see Figure 1. It is evident what this logo stands for:
Valkenburg. It represents the municipality as a green, hilly, and small community with a rich history.
It also symbolizes the link between past and present.
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Figure 1: The logo of the municipality of Valkenburg aan de Geul (Gemeente Valkenburg aan de Geul,
n.d. a).
The municipality of Valkenburg aan de Geul encompasses much more than Valkenburg alone, as can
be seen in Figure 2. The municipality as it exists today was established after the municipal
reorganization in 1982, when the municipalities of Valkenburg-Houthem and Berg and Terblijt were
merged. In addition to Valkenburg, the municipality also includes Houthem, Geulhem, Berg, Terblijt,
Vilt, Sibbe, IJzeren, Walem, Oud-Valkenburg and Schin op Geul.

Figure 2: The municipality of Valkenburg aan de Geul within the red contours (Google, 2021).
3.1.2 History
Humans have already inhabited the Geul valley – where the municipality is located – for thousands of
years (Gemeente Valkenburg aan de Geul, n.d. c). Numerous objects and various foundations of
buildings have been found that serve as evidence of an intensive occupation already in Roman times.
The first written mention of Valkenburg dates from the year 1041.
Sieges and conquests characterize the history of Valkenburg and Limburg as a whole. Over the
centuries, the regional borders of Limburg changed many times, and one would not recognize the
province of Limburg as it is today (Provincie Limburg, n.d.). Many rulers came and went, and the
province of Limburg – and thus the municipality of Valkenburg – fell under many different territories
(Provincie Limburg, n.d.). Not all these shifts in power will be discussed here extensively, but an
overview of these is shown in Figure 3. Every new ruler meant other changes were implemented. For
example, the French rulers changed and introduced a great deal when they conquered the region in
1794: laws, the calendar, the currency, standard sizes and weights, education, taxes, separation of
church and state, the introduction of French as the official language, and so on. It almost goes
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without saying that all these decisions were made without involvement from the inhabitants of the
region. Consequently, the inhabitants of Limburg were not always happy when powers shifted again
and again, and they had to adapt to new circumstances many times. Hence, the inhabitants were
often faced with uncertainties and were missing a clear identity. Looking at the history of the
province, one could say it is ironic that currently it is the people of Limburg who have perhaps the
most developed regional sense of identity in the Netherlands (Provincie Limburg, n.d.). Many people
are proud to be Limburgers and the symbols of Limburg, such as the coat of arms and the provincial
flag, are used as often as possible to underline Limburg's identity.

Figure 3: Nationalities of the province of Limburg over the centuries (self-made).
As a result of all these sieges, conquests and shifts in power, Valkenburg endured a great deal over
the past centuries, and this is visible in the landscape and built environment (Gemeente Valkenburg
aan de Geul, n.d. c). This applies, for example, to the castle in Valkenburg, of which unfortunately
nothing more than a ruin remains as it was destroyed in 1672 and was never rebuilt. Currently,
Valkenburg is no longer a fortified city, but remains important from an administrative point of view.
Around the middle of the nineteenth century a new source of income developed in Valkenburg:
tourism (Gemeente Valkenburg aan de Geul, n.d. c). People started to notice the unique and
unspoiled environment of Valkenburg and its surroundings and visited the town to spend a day off or
have a short holiday. Initially this was only for the happy few, but the number of tourists and hotels
started to increase. The construction of the Valkenburg-Aachen railway in 1853 was an important
step towards opening up the town, which was relatively inaccessible until then. The rest is history:
Valkenburg has become the most important tourist attraction in the region, with 1.2 million
overnight stays per year and a multitude of day trippers. One aspect that makes Valkenburg
appealing to visitors is the Geul river, which will be discussed in the section below.

3.3 The Geul river
The Geul begins in Belgium and flows into the Netherlands in Southern Limburg. It flows into the
Maas above Itteren, north of Maastricht. The Geul is 58 kilometers long. Former canalizations were
discontinued in 2010, so that the river could follow its old course and meander naturally through the
Limburg landscape again (Natura 2000, n.d.). In the Netherlands, the Geul flows past, among others,
Epen, Mechelen, Schin op Geul, Valkenburg, Houthem, and Bunde: see Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The river Geul (purple) in Limburg, and the municipality of Valkenburg (within the red
square) (Google, 2021b).
The Geul can be seen as one of the shaping forces in the region, as the river and its side branches cut
out deep, steep valleys which makes the hilly landscape as it is today (Natura 2000, n.d.). Due to its
great decline, the Geul is a fast-flowing river (it is even known as a mountain stream), which offers a
suitable habitat for e.g. a diversity of fish species, but also many different insects and birds.
The conducted interviews for this research pointed out that culturally, the Geul is an important part
of the identity of Valkenburg. The river has always been there, and it flows right through the city
center. In addition, it is also important from an economic point of view, since it contributes to the
attraction of Valkenburg for tourists: normally, it is a lovely stream that flows peacefully through the
town center.
Over the past years, there have been several water management projects in the region of Southern
Limburg – where the Geul flows – which will be discussed in the section below.

3.4 Past water management projects
The Netherlands is a leading player in initiatives on climate adaptation and mitigation (Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2015; Stead, 2014). Its vulnerable position is one of the main reasons for
these efforts, since it’s a low-lying country located on a large river delta. Many areas in the
Netherlands are vulnerable to flooding from the sea and/or the rivers, and floods are not uncommon
(Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. a). Below, some of the main water management projects in the region of
Southern Limburg – in which the municipality of Valkenburg is located – will be discussed. Overall,
most areas in Limburg are better protected against floods nowadays because of these projects and
measures. However, despite these efforts, in July 2021 Limburg was dealing with extreme amounts
of rainfall and the rivers could not discharge it fast enough, which resulted in flooding once again,
which is further described in section 3.5 (NOS, 2021c).
3.4.1 Ruimte voor de Rivier
In 1993 and 1995, due to large amounts of rain and melting water the water levels in rivers were very
high, and as a result floods occurred at among others the Maas in Southern Limburg. The dikes were
not strong enough at many places, which made a lot of areas very vulnerable. In 1993, about 8%
(18.000 ha) of the province of Limburg was under water and villages were flooded. About 12.000
people had to be evacuated. In 1995, these villages were again affected by floods. The shock these
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floods caused brought along a securitizing discourse that transformed the portrayal of flood risks in
Limburg as ‘safety’ rather than ‘costly nuisance’ (Wesselink, Warner & Kok, 2013). After an intense
lobby by the province of Limburg, the Maas and its floodplains were included into the Dutch Flood
Defense Law in 2005, thereby becoming a national responsibility. The following years, a new
approach in preventing future floods arose: the rivers had to be given more space, e.g. through
retention areas, so they could discharge larger amounts of water safely. This approach marked the
birth of one of the biggest and most well-known initiatives of water management in 2006: ‘Ruimte
voor de Rivier’ (‘’Space for the River’’, abbreviated RVDR). Overall, this made areas close to rivers
safer and increased the feeling of safety in areas with such water management projects
(Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. a; Wolsink, 2010). A project that originates from RVDR is the ‘Maaswerken’,
which started in 2005 (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. a). The RVDR program, which included many projects
along Dutch rivers over the years, was officially completed in 2019 (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. a). The river
widening targets from the Maaswerken program were achieved in 2015 for Mid and Northern
Limburg (Zandmaas), although work on the dikes is an ongoing project. The targets for Southern
Limburg (Grensmaas) were reached in 2017. However, a secondary channel is still being constructed
near Maasband.
3.4.2 Delta Program
Provinces, municipalities, water boards, Rijkswaterstaat and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management together worked on water safety along the Maas in the Delta Program
(Deltaprogramma, n.d.). This program was established specifically because it was acknowledged that
both the risks of flooding and drought increase due to climate change, and that there thus should be
more measures directed towards diminishing these risks. At the same time, characteristics that make
a place beautiful, unique, or valuable are also taken into account with the aim to help strengthen
both the regional economy and ecology. In general, the main focus in this program is on the interplay
between two categories of measures: dike improvement and river widening.
In 2018, the Delta Program Steering Committee established the Maas Spatial Perspective (RPM),
which outlines the most important spatial and economic challenges along the Maas up to 2050 and
provides insight into the applicability of flood protection measures. This perspective focuses on four
sub-areas: Southern Maas Valley, Northern Maas Valley, Meandering Maas and the Bergsche Maas
corridor.
In 2016, the government and the region made agreements about the most urgent measures to
improve flood risk management along the Maas. As mentioned before, flood risk management in
these areas is achieved through a combination of river widening, dike improvement and area
development. However, as was also the case for the RVDR program, most measures are focused on
the Maas as it is one of the largest and most important rivers of the country.
3.4.3 Local measures
As the national government (Rijkswaterstaat) is mostly responsible for the big rivers of the
Netherlands such as the Maas and Rijn and not for smaller rivers such as the Geul, measures taken by
local parties are essential for enhancing water management around the Geul (Schreurs, 2021).
Accordingly, measures were also taken on a local scale by the municipality of Valkenburg and the
water board of Limburg. There have been measures along the Geul in the core of Valkenburg, as it in
the past was already dealing with flooding regularly – although not as severe as in July 2021
(Gemeente Valkenburg aan de Geul, n.d. d; Waterschap Limburg, n.d. a). Among others, a high-water
channel was constructed to discharge water better and faster and an overflow channel could be used
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when discharges were high. In addition, the riverbank protection of the Geul was enhanced by
placing stone walls, quay wall maintenance was taken up, and a new rainwater buffer was created.
Despite projects and measures described above, the Geul overflowed its banks due to
unprecedented rainfall in July 2021 (Algemeen Dagblad, 2021). More background information about
the flooding can be found in section 3.5 below.

3.5 Flooding of July 2021
In the beginning of July 2021, Limburg was dealing with extreme amounts of rainfall and the rivers
could not discharge it fast enough, which resulted in flooding (NOS, 2021c). In some places, there fell
over 100 mm of rain within two days, which normally equals the rainfall of a whole summer. Experts
explained these type of rainfall events happen once every 100 years, statistically speaking. When rain
falls this fast, the soil is saturated and cannot keep up with the rainfall. As a result, water basins and
rivers fill up and when these are full, the water looks for another way out. Low-lying areas were thus
flooded. Especially the hilly landscape of Southern Limburg – where the municipality of Valkenburg is
located – had to deal with a lot of flooding, because there are more (relatively) low-lying areas here.
In this area, flooding started the evening of the 14th of July. The day after the rain stopped and the
water slowly ceased to rise, but it took about 2 days for the water to fully retreat (Nu.nl, 2021a;
Waterschap Limburg, 2021).
In Figure 5, the affected areas in Limburg and the main cause of the damage are shown. One can see
that the municipality of Valkenburg was dealing with a combination of problems: flooding of rivers,
and a lot of runoff water caused by extreme rainfall. The flooding did a lot of damage and disrupted
the lives of the inhabitants (NOS, 2021d). Homes and highways were flooded and damaged, and one
bridge even collapsed (Algemeen Dagblad, 2021). In the municipality of Valkenburg alone 700
households were displaced and were unable to return home. They were housed in among others
hotels and holiday homes, but this is not a permanent solution. Four months after the flooding, in
November 2021, 500 households were still displaced and unable to return home (NOS, 2021e). The
mayor stressed people need a place to think and start rebuilding and to be safe, and that many
inhabitants are frightened by the flooding and have nightmares. Recovering and rebuilding the
damaged homes will take months. Besides, the question remains whether all households will want to
return after this disaster. Floods like this are expected to happen more often in the future as a result
of climate change (Ekker, 2021; NOS, 2021c).
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Figure 5: Affected areas in Limburg due to the flooding (Rijksoverheid, 2021). The municipality of
Valkenburg is within the red square.
As events such as the flooding are always multicausal, there were other causes next to climate
change being an important contributing factor. The question remains why, despite the water
management and flood protection projects that were executed in the region as discussed in previous
section, areas like Valkenburg were flooded and other areas were not. A possible explanation for this
might be that, as explained in section 3.4, most measures and projects happened along the Maas,
but not along the Geul in the hilly landscapes around Valkenburg (Dongen, 2021). The villages along
the Maas that were flooded in 1993 and 1995 were not flooded (as badly) right now, because many
water management measures were taken here. For example, dikes have been built and the river has
been given much more space. Large areas along the banks of the Maas have been excavated, and
these now serve as water storage: they overflow, so that the water level in villages and towns is
lower. The flooding of July 2021 showed that there are still many weak and vulnerable spots. Of
course, only little places would be able to handle such rainfall intensity. However, an additional
problem in the hilly landscapes around Valkenburg is that all water flows to the lowest-lying point.
Water storages are present, but even they could not withstand the high amounts of water this time.
Lastly, since rivers – such as the Geul – first flow through other countries (e.g. Belgium, Germany)
before arriving in the Netherlands, water management of upstream countries can have big effects
downstream.
It should be noted, however, that without the projects and measures mentioned in section 3.4 the
damage would have been way worse, according to Rijkswaterstaat (Schreurs, 2021). Especially the
measures along the Maas that were taken after the flooding events of 1993 and 1995 prevented
more severe flooding: the Maas was broadened and deepened, and quay walls and dikes were
strengthened. As a result, the Maas could discharge more water flowing in from rivers such as the
Geul and Gulp, which prevented water levels in these rivers to rise even further.
Another explanation is that there are less stringent building design requirements in terms of water
management in the hilly landscape regions in Limburg than around the major rivers and more
densely populated areas (Dongen, 2021). Simply put, the damage would be way bigger in more
densely populated areas, hence the requirements are more stringent, which is also more expensive.
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The bigger the damage would be, the more money and space is spent on water management
(Waarlo, 2021). One could thus say this is a calculated risk in areas such as Valkenburg. In addition,
rainfall events like these do not occur very often. The capacity for smaller streams in less densely
populated areas, such as the Geul, is calculated using water volumes that can be expected roughly
every 25 or 50 years (Waarlo, 2021). The rainfall of July 2021, however, is even rarer than that. As a
result, the Geul overflowed its banks due to the extreme rainfall and has flooded the municipality of
Valkenburg.
Lastly, according to an evaluation report in commission of the water board, several things went
wrong: for example, there was a lack of overview, communication was poor, and a lot of work was
done at cross purposes. Due to a lack of direction, decisions had to be made quickly on site and
forecasts about the water levels of the Maas in particular were too optimistic (Akinci, 2002;
Algemeen Dagblad, 2022). In section 3.6 it is elaborated on what different parties are planning to do
to better protect the areas of Southern Limburg where the flooding was most severe. Several plans,
measures and recommendations will be discussed here.
In Chapter 5, empirical data from the conducted interviews will be used to provide more context to
the flooding event as described above, by using empirical data to discuss how people were affected
by the flooding and what their experiences were.

3.6 Future measures and projects
The question is what the government and other parties are planning to do to better protect the areas
of Southern Limburg where the flooding was most severe, including the municipality of Valkenburg.
Several plans, measures and recommendations will be discussed here. In the interviews with
inhabitants conducted for this research, it was asked what future projects and measures they would
like to see realized to feel safer in the future and compare this with the projects and measures
mentioned above. This is described in section 6.2.3.
3.6.1 National measures and projects
After the flooding, Rijkswaterstaat repaired damaged infrastructure such as riverbanks, weirs and
locks and put together a ‘’flood aftercare team’’ to deal with all damage reports and solve the most
urgent ones first (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d. c; Rijkswaterstaat, 2021). However, apart from repairing and
cleaning up, major new projects are also planned, such as the construction of a new quay wall in
Valkenburg aan de Geul. Apart from the plans and reparations mentioned above, Rijkswaterstaat
aims to respond to climate change and associated risks and be better protected prepared for such
floods in the future (Rijkswaterstaat, 2021). Nevertheless, during the time of research
Rijkswaterstaat had not announced specific additional measures or projects around the Geul
following the flooding, and e.g. an expansion of the RVDR project to the Geul was not mentioned.
Rijkswaterstaat did note measures and projects around the Maas such as RVDR and the Maaswerken
have worked to better protect the area, so it is possible they will expand similar projects to other
areas (Schreurs, 2021). However, managing the Geul possibly needs different solutions than water
management along the Maas, as it are very different rivers. For example, the landscape around the
Geul is hillier, hence looking for solutions higher on the hills or more upstream is key. In addition, it
should be noted that in general Rijkswaterstaat is mostly responsible for water management along
the bigger rivers of the Netherlands, such as the Maas and Rijn, and that water management along
smaller rivers such as the Geul is mainly the responsibility of regional and local authorities.
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The 11th of November 2021, the Nationaal Deltacongres was held in Maastricht (Limburg), which is
about Dutch water management (Nelissen, 2021). The province of Limburg and the affected areas
were, of course, a main point on the agenda. It was argued that water should be approached
differently, and that it should be more central in regional planning efforts. Special attention must be
paid to smaller rivers such as the Geul, which have been somewhat neglected in water management
programs such as RVDR up until now. In addition, it was also argued that coherence and interaction
between rivers should be considered.
3.6.2 Regional and local measures and projects
Dikes, waterways and weirs and other important water systems in the province had almost
completely been rebuilt five months after the flooding (Nu.nl, 2021b). Volunteers and involved
organizations also cleaned up sludge, litter and fallen trees. However, apart from repairing and
cleaning up, major new projects are also planned, such as the construction of a new quay wall in
Valkenburg aan de Geul. However, as constructing a quay wall takes a lot of time a temporary wall
was first placed, which was finished at the beginning of January 2022 (Donné, 2022; Waterschap
Limburg, n.d. b). This temporary wall consists of concrete blocks placed in front of the old wall: this
way, the water can flow through the Geul without causing further damage to the old quay wall or the
adjacent houses. The water board aimed to start making plans for a more permanent solution was
supposed to start in the beginning of 2022 and the aim was to actively involve inhabitants and the
municipality in this
The province of Limburg, affected municipalities and the water board of Limburg have asked the
national government to cooperate and contribute to a fund of 1.2 billion euros in total that has the
goal of drawing up an action plan for better water safety and management (Schreuder, 2021). The
action plan contains, among others, a proposal to increase water safety in the area not in 2050, but
already in 2035. This would not only be beneficial for Limburg, according to the administrators, but
also for the rest of the Netherlands downstream of the rivers. Other proposed measures include
reconstruction that reduces the risk of major damage; from making roads and buildings “waterresistant” to installing raised electrical outlets and flagstone floors. Existing water safety and
management programs are also ought to be accelerated and implemented more intensively, such as
greening gardens, growing agricultural crops that retain water better, constructing more and larger
water basins and rainwater buffers, and striving for more space for streams and small rivers. Giving
the Maas more space has worked very well to protect the surrounding area during the flooding of
July 2021, hence doing the same for rivers such as the Geul is expected to improve the safety of the
area in the future significantly. Lastly, the province of Limburg also wants to start considering water
as an ‘organizing principle’ in designing the landscape and taking an integral approach that involves
not only water, but also agricultural reform, construction of houses and the creation of nature
reserves.
The water board also started expanding existing buffers for rainwater, such as in the Hekerbeekdal
(Waterschap Limburg, n.d. c). This measure was favored as the capacity could be expanded
considerably on the short term and at a relatively low cost. This measure is part of 'Water in Balans'
(Water in Balance), a program that has been set up by the water board to devise and take targeted
measures together with partners and residents to reduce flooding as a result of climate change.
However, the water board stresses it is virtually impossible to protect Valkenburg against such
excessive rainfall as that would demand too much from the landscape and the tourism industry, and
within Valkenburg there is also not a lot of space (NOS, 2021f). In addition, diverting the water
around Valkenburg is also not possible, according to the water board. There are already 500 water
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buffers in the region of the Heuvelland. Nevertheless, 90% of the rainwater is down the hill in no
time due to the slopes. If one would want to prevent all water from flowing to the valleys, more
water has to be retained on top of the hills or the Geul has to be broadened. However, some
measures are possible. For example, the water board is in discussion with farmers about planting
more vegetation on arable land, as this ensures better retention and infiltration of water. These
measures have so far been difficult to get off the ground due to a lack of money, but hopes are this
will improve in the future as the urgency is now more prominent due to the flooding. The water
board stated that without new regulations and extra money, it will never be possible to protect
Valkenburg and the Heuvelland against water (Banach, 2021). In addition, they feel it should be
possible to avoid all kinds of delaying objection procedures, especially if people want to see
measures realized on the short term.
What is also important in formulating future plans is knowing what went wrong the last time.
According to an evaluation report in commission of the water board of Limburg, several things went
wrong: for example, there was a lack of overview, communication was poor, and a lot of work was
done at cross purposes. Due to a lack of direction, decisions had to be made quickly on site and
forecasts about the water levels of the Maas in particular were too optimistic (Akinci, 2002;
Algemeen Dagblad, 2022). Accordingly, suitable measures would be better overview and
communication to ensure efficient and adequate response during a next flooding, in addition to
accurate forecasting.
3.6.3 Recommendations by external parties
Deltares, an independent knowledge institute for applied research in the field of water and soil,
analyzed the flooding (Deltares, 2022). They concluded that future flooding cannot be prevented in
the event of such large-scale and extreme precipitation events, neither in Southern Limburg nor
other parts of the Netherlands. In addition, they acknowledged climate change is causing these
extreme weather events. However, through more resilient design and better preparation it can be
prevented such events turn into a disaster, such as during last flooding. Based on this research, they
formulated seven recommendations, such as improving forecasting and monitoring systems for
timely, adequate information, limiting the consequences of extreme precipitation through spatial
policy, intensifying cross-border exchange of risk information, evaluating crisis management capacity
(preparation, response, and post-stage) and drawing up or updating location-specific action
perspectives, e.g. emergency measures.
A more concrete measure that was proposed by a Dutch consultancy and engineering firm is building
an 800 meters long tunnel beneath Valkenburg that can retain and discharge water of the Geul when
needed (Wiche, 2021). These so-called ‘’bypasses’’ are very common in other countries, such as
Switzerland, and prove to be successful in preventing floods in these areas. Although this should be
part of a broader package of measures, such as water retention areas and water storage, it is said to
be a very promising option (Witteveen+Bos, 2021). The plan is to start building within three years,
but of course more research is needed.
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4. Conceptual framework
4.1 Background contemporary research
Current studies on the relations between migration and the environment have been influenced by
older scholarship, such as Ravenstein’s laws on migration, theories on push and pull factors, and
research on environmental refugees and environmental security (McLeman & Gemenne, 2018, p. 6).
Over the years, research on environmental migration has evolved further considerably. Research has
broadened in the range of disciplines interested in environmental migration questions, and there has
been a (re)engagement with general migration scholarship with a larger body of research that looks
at the socio-economic causes and implications of migration (McLeman & Gemenne, 2018, p. 12).
However, recent scholarship argues to refer to environmental or climate mobilities instead of climate
change-related migration, to better capture the diverse and unequal ways in which people move in
the context of environmental change (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019; Wiegel et al., 2021). Hence,
there is need for another lens when discussed climate change-related migration: a mobilities lens.
This can paint a more diverse, inclusive, and accurate picture of climate change-related migration
and enhance its discussion in research and public debate. Through this, debates and research about
the relation between environmental change and human migration can focus on more than just
migration drivers and outcomes, which often resulted in a limited discussion between the discourses
of “desolate climate refugees” and “environmental migrants as agents of adaptation’’ (Wiegel, Boas
& Warner, 2019). Applying a mobilities lens broadens this discussion by pluralizing an understanding
how environmental change and human mobility relate, as it centers more on the practices, motives,
and experiences of (im)mobilities in the context of environmental change.
Section 4.2 elaborates on this mobilities lens, and how it can be applied to disaster events – such as
floods – and climate change.

4.2 Mobilities
4.2.1 A mobilities perspective
The mobilities paradigm or mobilities perspective, as introduced by Urry and Sheller (Sheller & Urry,
2006; Urry, 2007), signifies the important role different forms of mobilities have in (re)producing
social relations on local, regional, and global scales. The mobilities paradigm differs from other fields
of research by applying a perspective of movement, instead of focusing on places, territories, and
communities and assuming a stable point of view to make sense of social reality, such as is often the
case in sociology and geography (Cresswell & Merriman, 2011; Urry, 2007, p. 42). This has led to a
new focus on why and how people and things move across space.
Mobilities include various kinds and temporalities of movement, from physical movement such as
standing and walking to movement enhanced by technologies such as bikes, trains, and planes (Urry,
2007, p. 8). Mobilities thus also include the movement of images, information, and communication.
Therefore, the term ‘mobilities’ is used rather than ‘mobility’: the focus is not only to understand
how people move, but also how other forms of mobilities, such as materials and technologies,
manifest itself and how these movements organize and structure social life (Sheller & Urry, 2006).
These movements can range from the daily, weekly, yearly, to over people’s whole lifetimes. In this
research, the focus will be on human movements.
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Instead of only discussing the concept of mobility or mobilities, Sheller (2011, p.10) speaks of
‘’(im)mobility’’, mobility and immobility is always connected, relational and co-dependent. They are
not opposites, but should be thought of as together, simultaneous, and relational. However, research
often focuses on those who are (expected to become) mobile, while questions of why and how
people are not mobile in the context of migration pressures causes by environmental change have
received less attention (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019). Gill et al. (2011) elucidate that considering
both mobility and immobility is useful in studying responses to environmental change-induced
migration pressures, since it attends to all different types and scales of (im)mobility. In other words,
focus should not only be on people who are mobile but also on people who are not mobile. For
example, next to investigating why people do move it should be examined what makes that people
do not move in the context of environmental change. This paints a more inclusive picture of
(im)mobilities and enhances understanding on the topic.
4.2.3 Mobilities in the context of disaster events
Sheller (2011, p.1) examines the uneven relations between mobility and justice and adds to the
mobilities approach by discussing the power relations of uneven mobility, which for example become
evident during and after disaster events. Disaster events are connected to (im)mobilities since these
events, such as floods, bring to light the interdependence and fragility of the complex mobility
systems that make up today’s geographies (Sheller, 2011, p. 102). There is almost always an uneven
unfolding of disasters and the resulting disruptions that uncovers underlying power structures and
aggravates inequalities and vulnerabilities e.g. due to class, gender, and racial inequalities. Uneven
mobilities, then, are an example of the social mechanisms by which such inequalities are reproduced
post-disaster and after other crises. For example, the mobilization of those with network capital after
the disaster produces new infrastructures, mobility systems, and logistical flows that further distort
access for other people in need (Sheller, 2011, p. 43). Those with high network capital are able to
appropriate their own potential for mobility as they e.g. have a large social network which enables
them to move or migrate (Sheller, 2011, p. 105). On the other hand, those with low network capital
are usually caught in a vortex of displacement, temporary shelter, and containment within the
disaster zone. Past events have showed this effect is often realized, and that there is thus an ongoing
process of serial displacement, marginalization, and containment of those who are ‘’mobility poor’’.
4.2.4 Environmental mobilities
Environmental or climate change-related mobilities will be the focus of this research, which can be
considered an intersection of mobilities and environmental change. Boas et al. (2018) propose the
term environmental mobilities to capture a three-way relationship between mobilities and the
environment:
1) The movement of people, materials, and information impacts the environment in various
ways.
2) There are material and immaterial environmental issues, such as waste, pollution, and CO 2,
that have a particularly mobile and cross-border character.
3) Environmental issues or changes may shape or cause movement.
Current thesis research focuses on the latter, namely human movement shaped by environmental
factors. A mobilities perspective as applied to the field of environmental change and human mobility
does not only focus on the human movements itself, but also on understanding the movement:
when and why do people decide (not to) move, how and where do they move, under what
conditions, and who stays behind (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019)? Accordingly, environmental
mobilities can be seen, according to Wiegel, Boas & Warner (2019), as applying a mobilities
perspective that focuses on the practices, motives, and experiences of (im)mobility in the context of
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environmental change. Such an approach aims to be more inclusive of the many different aspirations
and capabilities that underlie particular movements or non-movements. The mobilities paradigm is
key to understand these forms of movement in the context of environmental change, since processes
such as migration, dislocation, and displacement have an intrinsically mobile character (Urry, 2007, p.
35). Accordingly, the mobilities perspective is an analytical lens which helps to make discussions on
the environmental change-migration nexus better attuned to the actual practices and needs of those
affected, while capturing the diversity of vulnerabilities, agency, and capabilities (Wiegel, Boas &
Warner, 2019). The perspective helps to understand how people react to new or changing migration
pressures under conditions of climate change, how these reactions differ, and why.
Elaborating on how people’s environmental mobilities are influenced by climate change and how and
why this varies, the section below discusses factors shaping (im)mobilities: in other words, the
factors shaping people’s choices concerning their environmental mobilities.

4.3 Factors shaping (im)mobilities
In this section, factors shaping people’s choices concerning their environmental mobilities will be
discussed, such as the decision to either stay or move away from a place e.g. following an
environmental disaster such as a flooding. In this section several review articles – also called ‘’state of
the art’’ articles or meta-analyses – will be used to structure the discussion on these concepts and
help define them, to generate an inclusive overview of relevant literature on the topics. Additionally,
these review articles will be supplemented with several relevant articles on the topic, mostly case
studies, to provide more information on factors shaping (im)mobilities within a local context.
As stated in Chapter 1, the majority of current environmental mobilities research focuses on the
Global South (Piguet, Kaenzig & Guélat, 2018). However, in identifying factors shaping people’s
mobilities in existing literature it was attempted to also include the relatively small portion of studies
that focus on the Global North. Although in the discussion of this thesis the findings of this thesis
research will be compared with studies done in the Global South to identify possible similarities and
differences, it seemed appropriate to also include studies based on the Global North as the case
study of current research is located in the Global North itself.
4.3.1 Frameworks for factors shaping (im)mobilities
In their review article, Black et al. (2011) outline a framework for assessing drivers of migration or
mobility, which is shown in Figure 6. The framework, rather than setting out what leads to migration
theoretically, aims to encompass the wide range of drivers that might affect the volume, direction,
and frequency of migratory movements, as well as the different levels of analysis at which migration
might be considered. In the framework, there are five primary families of drivers of migration:
economic, social, political, demographic, and environmental drivers. In addition, the framework
incorporates agency in determining how drivers translate into outcomes, through personal and
household characteristics, and specifically represents barriers and facilitators to movement. Lastly,
the framework incorporates environmental change as a direct influence on migration through
changes to environmental drivers, but also as an indirect influence through changes to the other four
drivers. All these drivers and factors together influence the decision to either move away or stay.
Although Black et al. (2011) draw a distinction between mobility and displacement, they recognize
that these can be seen as two ends of a continuum. Displacement is movement associated with
discrete events that challenge safety, security, or livelihoods. Most displacement is involuntary or
forced, and sometimes sudden if associated with rapid onset hazards. Mobility, on the other hand, is
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broadly interpreted as a proactive move to improve livelihoods and opportunities and is typically
voluntary and planned.

Figure 6: Framework for assessing drivers of migration or mobility (Black et al., 2011).
When comparing the framework of Black et al. (2011) with the mobilities perspective as described in
section 4.2, the framework does not seem to totally fit this perspective. As the mobilities perspective
can be seen as some sort of countermovement against debates and research about the relation
between environmental change and human migration that merely focused on migration drivers and
outcomes, as this was seen as too limited and simplistic (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019). The
mobilities perspective aims depict a more diverse and grounded picture of climate change-related
migration to better capture the heterogonous and unequal ways in which people move in the
context of environmental change, and can be seen as more of a relational perspective (Wiegel, Boas
& Warner, 2019; Wiegel et al., 2021). The framework of Black et al. (2011) thus appears to conflict
with these notions as it depicts the decision to stay or migrate as being an outcome of different
factors influencing this decision.
In addition, the mobilities perspective pays more specific attention to the more social and relational
aspects of mobilities as a whole (Cresswell, 2010; Kaufmann, Bergman & Joye, 2004; Sheller, 2011;
Urry, 2007; Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019). Social networks are shortly mentioned under ‘’intervening
obstacles and facilitators’’ but seem to be displayed as less important as the other drivers.
Accordingly, although the framework includes many drivers and is a comprehensive framework
based on existing scientific literature, it does not seem to match the mobilities perspective.
Other frameworks or models might appear to better fit the mobilities perspective. For example,
based on a case study in Austria where a voluntary relocation program was introduced following a
flooding, Seebauer & Winkler (2020) introduce four dimensions that influence relocation decisions:
economic, emotional, social, and risk dimensions. These are depicted in Table 2, and the study
pointed out that the importance of the decision factors varies between different population
segments. The dimensions and factors described below partially overlap with the framework of Black
et al. (2011) depicted above. However, although the article is based on a case study and is not a
review article such as that of Black et al. (2011), the described dimensions and factors better appear
to better fit the mobilities perspective since social, personal and network factors are more explicitly
addressed, e.g. in the factors 'current social network’, ‘high life satisfaction’, ‘emotional resilience’,
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‘fear of next flood events’, and ‘place identity’. As the mobilities perspective also explicitly addresses
factors related to networks and the social and personal aspects of mobilities and people’s
experiences, the framework below seems to better fit this perspective (Kaufmann, Bergman & Joye,
2004; Sheller, 2011; Urry, 2007; Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019). In addition, instead of speaking of
‘drivers’ of migration or mobility, Seebauer & Winkler (2020) speak of ‘dimensions influencing
relocation decisions’. This also matches the mobilities perspective, which explicitly criticizes merely
focusing on or speaking of migration drivers and outcomes (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019).
Table 2: Four dimensions influencing relocation decisions in the Eferding Basin, Austria (Seebauer &
Winkler, 2020).
Decisive
factors
Accompanying
factors

Decision: leave
Children’s prospects (economic)
Uncertainty (risk)
Fear of next flood events (emotional)
Current social network (social)
Future social network expectations
(social)
Amount of compensation payment
(economic)

Decision: stay
Place identity (emotional)
Amount of compensation payment (economic)
Children’s prospects (economic)
Self-efficacy (risk)
Emotional resilience (emotional)
High life satisfaction (emotional)

Two decision factors that are perhaps less straightforward than the others, are self-efficacy and
emotional resilience. In this context, self-efficacy refers to people’s feeling of being capable of
carrying out actions to better prepare and protect themselves and coping with hazard impacts at
their own property (Bubeck et al., 2018; Seebauer & Winkler, 2020). Emotional resilience refers to
people’s ability to stay unaffected by anxiety in the context of hazards (Seebauer & Winkler, 2020).
This connects to the more general definition of resilience, namely the ability to absorb disturbances
while retaining the same basic structure and ways of functioning, even though this definition mostly
applies to social or ecological systems instead of households or individuals (IPCC, 2014; Seebauer &
Winkler, 2020).
4.3.2 Voluntary immobility
Further investigating factors shaping immobilities is also essential to understand people’s mobilities
and how they make choices concerning these. Some individuals or groups actively choose to stay:
this is called voluntary immobility (Farbotko & McMichael, 2019). There can be several reasons for
this, such as culture- or identity-related reasons, place-based connections, and resistance to
dispossession. Some of these will be outlined below.
Concerning place-based connections, Bonaiuto et al. (2016) performed a research review of 31
articles concerning the relation between place attachment and natural hazard risk perception or
natural environmental risks. The article included many types of natural hazards and risks, such as
hydro-geological and weather related risks (includes flood risk), climate change risks, pollutionrelated risks, and wildfire risks. Across different contexts, the research showed both positive and
negative relations between place attachment and natural environmental risk perception, and both
positive and negative relations between place attachment and risk coping. In particular, the research
showed that strongly attached individuals acknowledge the natural environmental risks but
underestimate their potential effects. Additionally, strongly attached individuals are often unwilling
to relocate when facing natural environmental risks and are more likely to return to risky areas after
a natural environmental disaster. Attachment to place can thus shape people’s risk perception and
subjective sense of existential safety, which in turn influences people’s choices to move away or not
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(Bonaiutio et al., 2016; Wiegel et al., 2021; Quinn et al., 2018). This subjective sense of existential
safety is also called ontological security, which can also be defined as the ‘confidence that most
human beings have in the continuity of their self-identity and in the constancy of the surrounding
social and material environments’ (Giddens, 1991, p. 92). Based on a case study in Chile where a local
population faced the environmental risk of a mudslide, the concept of ontological security can be
used to study how the anticipation of risk can challenge people’s understanding of their physical
environment (Wiegel et al., 2021). This can result in the counter-rational behavior that people might
be very reluctant to acknowledge or act upon environmental changes (Harries, 2008). In other words,
people may have a subjective sense of safety and perhaps as a result do not fully acknowledge the
environmental risk at hand. This connect to the other findings concerning risk perception by
Bonaiuto et al. (2016): local risk assessment or sense-making of environmental risks can differ greatly
from how environmental risks are perceived by authorities or external organizations. In other words,
a local population may have an alternative understanding of the environmental risk at hand, which
allows them to continue to feel safe and not move away and renders relocation futile or even
inconsistent with their local identities. In other words, place attachment itself can act as a driver for
immobility. The article of Adams (2016), based on a case study done in Peru were different climate
risks were present, connects to this finding by arguing that individuals or groups that live in areas
prone to environmental risks need to reach a certain level of dissatisfaction of their residential and
utility place before they make choices about moving away or not. Hence, if people are satisfied, they
are unlikely to move away. Other reasons for immobility might be resource barriers and low mobility
potential.
Dandy et al. (2019), examining numerous articles on the relation between environmental change,
human mobility and place attachment, also discuss how place attachment can – initially – constrain
the decision to leave, but how people with high place attachment can still choose to relocate when
the livability of a place becomes compromised and the ‘’loss becomes intolerable’’. The ability to
withstand or endure the impacts of environmental change is dependent on both group and individual
characteristics. Differences in social capital, community resilience, and social connectedness afford
some groups the opportunity to choose whether to go.
To conclude, the relationships between environmental change, group and individual characteristics,
place attachment, and decisions to stay or go are not straightforward, nor are they linearly related.
As Obokata, Veronis & McLeman (2014) point out in their systematic review of publications on
international environmental migration, to leave or not to leave are not simple binary outcomes but
have a number of dimensions. For example, relocations can be temporary or permanent, and
destinations can be local (within the same town or region), internal (within the same country), or
international. However, although interesting, questions concerning which factors influence the
duration and destination of movement are beyond the scope of this research.
4.3.3 Infrastructural factors
Apart from factors mentioned in the paragraphs above, there might be other factors relevant for this
thesis research. Since there have been different water management and flood protection projects in
the research area, it is also useful to investigate how such infrastructural projects contribute to
general feelings of safety, which in turn may shape mobilities (Wiegel et al., 2021; Wolsink, 2010).
Measures and projects that executed before or after the flooding can have a big influence on
people's mobilities. Generally, such projects might increase feelings of safety, but drastic adaptations
can also influence the attachment to place (Quinn et al., 2018). In other words, if the projects and
adaptations are too big, people feel less attached to the place, which might in turn affect people's
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mobilities as explained in section 4.3.2. What relates to this is the ‘NIMBY’ (Not In My Back Yard)
concept commonly used to explain public opposition to new developments near homes and
communities (Devine-Wright, 2009). However, local opposition could also be framed as a form of
place-protective action, which arises when new developments disrupt emotional attachments and
threaten place-related identity.
This factor was not included in the articles and frameworks in previous sections while it might be
especially relevant in this case: within the Global North but also worldwide, the Netherlands is a
leading player in initiatives on climate adaptation and water management (Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2015; Stead, 2014). These adaptation initiatives are also well visible in
Limburg, a key recipient of initiatives improving water management. As this feature is one that thus
distinguishes current case from cases in the Global South it is essential to keep in mind this factor
might play a role in shaping people’s mobilities.

4.4 Using the outlined frameworks/literature
In Table 3, the factors shaping (im)mobilities in existing scientific as described in the previous section
are shown, along with the countries on which these studies focused. As stated at the start of section
4.3, it was attempted to also include the relatively small portion of studies that focus on the Global
North as the case study of current research is located in the Global North itself, even though the
majority of current environmental mobilities research focuses on the Global South (Piguet, Kaenzig &
Guélat, 2018). This can also be seen in Table 3, as the review articles – often reviewing tens or even
hundreds of papers – mostly include studies based on countries in the Global South.
However, as the aim of this research is not to deductively test theories or frameworks, this research
and data analysis will not limit itself to the factors found in section 4.3. Using an existing framework
or set of identified factors would also not fit the mobilities perspective as described in section 4.2.
The specific aim of applying an environmental mobilities lens is being more inclusive of the many
different aspirations and capabilities that underlie particular movements or non-movements, by
focusing more on people’s practices, motives, and experiences of (im)mobility in the context of
environmental change (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019). The mobilities perspective can be seen as a
countermovement on the debates about the relation between environmental change and human
migration that focus on migration drivers and outcomes. Hence, solely using existing frameworks or
factors to analyze people’s mobilities as if these could be seen as simple drivers and outcomes would
not fit the mobilities perspective. As was pointed out by Obokata, Veronis & McLeman (2014): to
leave or not to leave are not simple binary outcomes but have a number of dimensions. Moreover,
as existing frameworks and identified factors often only focus on factors influencing decisions about
migration or relocation, this thesis research aims to look at people’s mobilities as a whole (Black et
al., 2011; Seebauer & Winkler, 2020). The objective is to explore people’s (im)mobilities in an
empirical and inclusive manner, thus not deciding beforehand which factors might play a role in
shaping these (im)mobilities. Nevertheless, the identified frameworks and factors can serve as a
guideline, e.g. to make sense of the acquired data and structure the results.
A distinction that was not made in existing literature, was between people’s short- and long-term
mobilities. There has been little to no research between the distinction between these two or how
they relate to one another. This research aims to further add on existing research by making this
distinction to see if these choices relate and if so, how. Moreover, this distinction helps to structure
the discussion on people’s mobilities.
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Table 3: Factors shaping (im)mobilities identified in literature and on which countries these studies focused.
Article
Factor(s) shaping (im)mobilities
Countries
Black et al.
The following factors or drivers shape the decision to migrate or stay:
Review article based on theoretical and empirical case-based
(2011)
• Environmental, social, political, economic and demographic drivers literature, mostly based on countries in Asia (e.g. Bangladesh,
Nepal), Africa (e.g. Tanzania, Ghana, Kenya, Zimbabwe,
• Personal and household characteristics
South-Africa, Sudan, Burkina Faso), and South America (e.g.
• Intervening obstacles and facilitators
Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia)
See Figure 6 for more details
Seebauer &
Four dimensions influencing relocation decisions:
Austria
Winkler (2020)
• Risk: uncertainty, self-efficacy
• Economic: children’s prospect, amount of compensation payment
• Emotional: fear of next flood events, place identity, emotional
resilience, high life satisfaction
• Social: current social network, future social network expectations
Bonaiuto et al. Strongly attached individuals acknowledge the natural environmental risks
Research review based on studies done in countries in Asia
(2016)
but underestimate their potential effects. They are often unwilling to
(e.g. China, India, Indonesia), Europe (e.g. Portugal, Spain,
relocate when facing natural environmental risks and are more likely to
Italy, Norway), Oceania (e.g. New Zealand, Australia), and
return to risky areas after a natural environmental disaster.
North America (e.g. Canada, USA
Adams (2016) People with high life satisfaction are often unlikely to move away. People
Peru
need to reach a certain level of dissatisfaction before they make choices
about moving away or not.
Dandy et al.
Place attachment can constrain the decision to leave, but highly attached
Review article based mostly on studies done in countries in
(2019)
individuals can still choose to relocate when the livability of a place
Asia (e.g. India, Bangladesh, Maldives, Nepal), Oceania (e.g.
becomes compromised and the ‘’loss becomes intolerable’’.
Australia, Tuvalu), Europe (e.g. Spain, Norway), and North
America (e.g. Canada, USA)
Quinn et al.
Measures and projects might increase feelings of safety, but drastic
France
(2018)
adaptations can also influence the attachment to place. If the adaptations
are too big, people feel less attached to the place, which might in turn
affect people's mobilities.
Wiegel et al.
Voluntary immobility can be caused by people’s ontological security shaping Chile
(2021)
risk perceptions. This allows people to uphold their sense of ontological
security while remaining in place.
Wolsink (2010) Infrastructural measures and projects can influence general feelings of
The Netherlands
safety, which in turn may shape mobilities.
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5. Results on how people were affected by the flooding
To provide more context to the flooding event, one sub-question of this research is about in which
ways people in the municipality of Valkenburg were affected by the flooding. In section 5.1 until 5.5,
empirical data from the conducted interviews will be used to discuss how people were affected by
the flooding and what their experiences were, which helps to elaborate on the flooding ad described
in section 3.6. Since it is not possible to provide an extensive and detailed description of each of the
interviewee's individual experiences concerning the flooding and how they were affected exactly,
here it is attempted to give an overview of their experiences and where they show similarities to
provide some context.

5.1 Experiences during and after the flooding
Even though most of the people had noticed the high amounts of rainfall, the flooding surprised
nearly everyone.3 Normally, the Geul is quite a lovely stream, hence no one expected it to turn into a
swirling body of water. Especially the speed at which the flooding occurred was unexpected and
unprecedented. All interviewees had seen the Geul overflow in the past before or had experienced
high water levels but had never seen anything like this. Even the oldest people (between 80-90 years
old, interviewees number 1 and 2) that were interviewed who lived in Valkenburg almost their whole
lives, had never seen flooding this extreme. It was also a first that the flooding happened during
summer, as normally it was during spring when melting water from upstream through the Geul.
People took some precautions before the flooding but in the end these did not make much of a
difference, as the water level got way higher than anybody expected. Some people were not worried
or not even aware of the possibility of flooding.4 As a result, a lot of people just went to bed in the
evening or were watching television, not realizing there was a flooding until they saw the water
flowing into their streets, gardens, or basements.
The water came into people's home or business in different ways.5 A few people experienced that
the basement was first flooded, after which water came through the basement's ceiling and into the
living room through the floor. Sometimes it just flowed in through the front or back door. At some
houses, the water came from both sides: the backside where the garden was located, and the front
side where the street was. In Figure 7 and 8, respectively, one can see the water flooding the streets
and some flooded gardens. In addition, because the sewage system was also flooded the sewage
water came back from the pipes and out of e.g. the toilet and bath. It also happened that windows
broke, after which the water came in very fast. One of these broken windows can be seen in Figure 9.
In one case, the water mainly came in through ventilation holes.
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4
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Figure 7: Water flooding the streets. Photo made by interviewee #16 (personal communication,
December 2, 2021).

Figure 8: Flooded gardens. Photo made by interviewee #5 (personal communication, December 2,
2021).

Figure 9: Broken window in the basement. Photo made by interviewee #16 (personal communication,
January 9, 2022).
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In hindsight, several people called it a miracle there were no casualties as a result of the flooding, as
was the case in Belgium and Germany. 6 Some of them think a reason for this was that it happened
during the evening, which meant less people were in their basements: the basements are really used
as a living space and people are often in their basement during the day. If more people would have
been in their basements, they might not have been able to get out in time.
Various interviewees described the flooding as, next to very stressful and scary, a very surreal
experience.7 For many, it felt like they ended up in some kind of disaster movie. People also noticed
that everyone reacted differently to the flooding and that the ''fight, flight or freeze'' reactions could
be clearly recognized.8 What many people described as a frightening moment during the flooding is
when the power went out: all lights went out, including streetlights, so you could not see anything
anymore and could only hear the water flowing wildly.9 As the power went out communication also
became more difficult. Therefore, retrieving information on the situation or what to do was hard. No
one knew how much more the water would rise, which attributed to feelings of uncertainty and fear.
As a result, people who were stuck in their home did not really dare to go to sleep and checked the
water level many times during the following night. After a pretty sleepless night, morning came. It
was only then people could really see what happened and the damage the flooding caused, which
many described as unimaginable. As interviewee #13 put it:
''I never thought water could do this, that it could cause this much damage.''
(Personal communication, November 23, 2021, translated from Dutch)
After 2 days, the water retreated quite fast, and the cleaning could start. Everything was dirty and
had been thrown down and around by the water, as can be seen in Figure 10. Most interviewees had
to clean for several weeks, after which the period of drying, rebuilding, and renovating could begin.

Figure 10: The mess and chaos at the homes of three different interviewees (number 5, 13, 16) after
the flooding (personal communication, November 18, 2021; November 23, 2021; December 13, 2021).
On a more positive note, almost all interviewees pointed out that the solidarity after the flooding
was wonderful.10 Everyone helped each other out and was working together. Restaurants and cafes
6
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that were not affected went to bring around food and drinks, and charity organizations handed oud
free cleaning materials. However, a few interviewees indicated that although they appreciated all the
help and knew people meant well, it was also very intense and stressful to have so many people in
and around your house. 11

5.2 Material damage
The material damage among the interviewees ranged from no damage at all – since the water did not
reach the house itself – to severe damage to both the building and belongings in both the basement
and on the ground floor.12 In some homes only the basement and garden were flooded, while in
others water levels reached ±2.5 meters high. The water levels and corresponding material damage
depended mostly on location: the height of the building and the proximity to the Geul. The proximity
to the Geul did not only determine water level and damage, but also how dirty the water was. For
example, in the center of Valkenburg water was mixed with oil from fryers in restaurants and cafes.
This oil stayed behind when the water retreated, which was very dirty and impossible to clean. In
addition, proximity to the sewage system also determined how dirty the water was as it mixed with
sewage water. Further away from the Geul, the water was more filtered and less dirty. In Figure 11 it
can be clearly seen how much dirt the water left behind on people’s belongings.

Figure 11: Furniture and other belongings polluted by the dirt the water left behind. Photo made by
interviewee #16 (personal communication, January 9, 2021).
The damage done was also determined by the building materials used.13 A lot of buildings in
Southern Limburg are made from marl, a kind of limestone, which works as a sponge: it absorbs
water very well. However, getting the water out is a more difficult and time-consuming process. It
does not dry very fast and using drying machines to accelerate this process is possible but should also
not happen too fast: if the marl stones in walls dry too fast, the walls become unstable and can even
collapse. It is estimated it might take years before the marl is completely dry. Hence, buildings made
from concrete or other materials instead of marl had less damage and could be renovated more
easily. Nevertheless, all kinds of building materials had to dry for several weeks or even months after
11
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the flooding, which had to happen first before rebuilding and renovation could take off. During the
time of research (December 2021), some buildings were still not fully dry. The humidity also caused a
lot of mold, which is very harmful for the airways.14 Materials or objects with mold thus have to be
replaced, if possible, or treated. In most homes the floor had to be replaced as well, as the floor was
often from laminate or wood, hence was not resistant to water and started to bend after the
flooding. Other wooden materials also all had to be replaced, such as closets and doors. Other
damage to buildings concerned damage to electricity and internet cables, broken boilers, and humid
isolation materials. Most walls had to be plastered again.
Some people were first optimistic and thought they could fix their house within weeks. 15 However,
slowly the real damage became visible, and people realized how bad it was. A few homes were even
declared uninhabitable, as the damage was so big it was not safe to live there anymore, e.g. due to
unstable walls and foundations or an excessive amount of mold. 16
In terms of financial damage, homes and businesses that were flooded had damage ranging from
thousands of euros to even 200.000 euros.17 The damage in businesses, such as at a restaurant,
hotel, or physical therapist, often even amounted to much more since these businesses were often
big and had a lot of expensive equipment and machines. How insurances handled these financial
claims is elaborated on in section 5.3.
Because the water came in very rapidly and unexpectedly not a lot of belongings could be saved.
Additionally, since a lot of people used their basement as a living space many things was stored
there.18 Hence, many belongings were damaged, destroyed or lost. When flooded, interviewees lost
pretty much everything that was in their basement and/or on the ground floor.19 Many interviewees
indicated they first worried about expensive stuff, like washing machines, furniture, and electronic
devices such as the tv. However, personal and irreplaceable belongings – like photos, carnival
costumes and their children's drawings – were often also either destroyed or damaged. Some
interviewees also had many antique objects, such as music instruments or cars, which unfortunately
were mainly beyond saving as well. Some people were able to save their car by putting it higher, but
many cars were flooded and gone to waste. One interviewee (#14) also lost his chickens, as they had
drowned during the flooding. Another interviewee (#1) did not only lose 13 birds during the flooding
but also lost his dog after the flooding, as the flooding had caused the dog to go into shock and they
had to euthanize him.
People could often fill multiple containers with everything that had to be thrown away, as almost
everything the water touched had to be thrown out. Not only because things got damaged or broken
because of it, but also because the water was often very dirty: it was a mixture of water from the
Geul, sludge, sewage water, manure, gasoline, and oil. If something was touched by the water, it was
nearly impossible to clean and smelled very bad.
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The situation at the time of the conducted interviews (November and December 2021) varied a lot. 20
Some homes were already fully rebuilt and furnished and people were living there again for quite
some time. Other people indicated still some work had to be done, but that the home was
''functional'' again and it was possible to live there. This did not only depend on the damage and
insurance, but also on other matters. For example, there was a very long waiting time on the delivery
of furniture, and there was a big shortage of both building materials and construction staff.
Nevertheless, step by step things were getting back to normal, although it does not always feel like
home again yet. Unfortunately, for many interviewees the situation was still not as it used to be:
their homes or businesses were not back to normal yet at the time of the research, and a lot of
renovations still had to be done or the house even still had to dry. Interviewee #12 stated:
''Patience is important, otherwise things are not dry enough and you can start all over
again.''
(Personal communication, November 29, 2021, translated from Dutch)
As a consequence, some people or businesses had not even been able to return yet and were still
located in a temporary residence or business unit.21 Some hoped to return by January 2022, others
had their mind set on around Easter.

5.3 Insurances and funds
Insurance-wise the experiences varied a lot. 22 Most interviewees were predominantly positive about
their insurance, as their insurance covered nearly everything and handled the claim fast and
adequately. However, often the insurance only covered the day value, which caused some financial
losses. There were also things that were often not covered by the home insurance such as cars, (e)bikes, scooters, and gardens. For some people, there were also considerable costs made concerning
their health, e.g. going to do doctor or receiving treatment, or concerning temporary residence.
Concerning the latter, this was covered by the insurance in some cases. However, some interviewees
encountered more difficulties with their insurance. In some cases people only got little money back
while others were still not sure whether the damage would be covered at all as the claim took a very
long time to be handled. As a result, some interviewees are still not sure if they played even
financially and experience a lot of uncertainty. In addition, almost all interviewees found the process
of filing a claim overly complicated and too bureaucratic. According to some interviewees having a
Dutch insurance was more advantageous, as these almost always covered the damage. The case was
different for foreign insurance or so-called ''stock insurances'' who were often more stringent, hence
there was a dichotomy there.
Multiple interviewees criticize how the insurances and funds have handled the claims as it is felt they
always try to pay and cover less or give people a very hard time filing the claim. 23 Some interviewees
find this very unethical. Besides, some people indicated there is also often damage you do not see or
only becomes visible later. This is problematic, as this is not covered anymore as the claim is already
handled and done with for the insurance. Interviewee #13 stated:
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''So if your house starts to fall apart in 1 to 10 years, it is just bad luck for you, simple as
that.''
(Personal communication, December 23, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Next to the insurance, there were many funds available for which affected inhabitants can apply for
money or other support. However, the procedures for applying for these funds were experienced as
very complicated as well. There was also a disaster fund (Giro777), from which all affected
inhabitants received 1000 euros, but people indicated this was nothing compared to the damage.

5.4 Emotional impact
Right after the flooding, it was very hard and emotional for people to see their belongings damaged
or destroyed.24 Almost everything had to be thrown away into a container, which for many people
felt like they were ''throwing away their life'' as it were belongings they had gathered over a lifetime.
Especially irreplaceable and personal belongings such as photos, antique music instruments and
carnival costumes were difficult to lose. In addition, they also experienced seeing all people's
belongings on the streets as very surreal and sad as you could clearly see people had nearly lost
everything. An impression of this can be seen in Figure 12. Seeing their home damaged and partly
destroyed also hurt a lot, especially for people who already lived in their home for a long time. It was
particularly shocking for people who had their homes declared uninhabitable. Many interviewees got
help from friends, neighbors, and family during the cleaning, which was kind and solidary, but also
stressful: it was hard for them to see everyone going through their stuff and throwing things away. It
was very busy and a lot of people were asking them questions all the time.

Figure 12: People's belongings on the street, ready to be taken by waste companies. Photo made by
interviewee #16 (personal communication, January 9, 2022).
Next to losing belongings, a few interviews also lost their pets as a result of the flooding, such as a
dog, birds, and chickens.25 One interviewee (#8) went to take a look at the farm animals at the castle
nearby to see if they were safe from the water. He thought they would be safe, so he left them there.
However, afterwards it appeared some rabbits had drowned. This really had a big impact on him and
he sometimes still feels guilty about this.
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Most interviewees indicated they were first mostly worried about the material damage. However, as
time passed the emotional impact of the flooding became more prominent. 26 Some people indicated
they at first felt it did not have that big of an impact, but then felt nervous or afraid when it started
raining again. Additionally, feelings of safety and security have declined for some of the interviewees,
but they hope this will come back over time or when measures are taken. Some interviewees (#8 and
#9) indicated they can still not really look at footage of the flooding, as the images and sounds make
them very emotional. These emotions also arise when hearing sirens or hearing or seeing rainfall.
Interviewee #6 stated:
''We saw something apocalyptic here, and that stays with you forever, you don't forget it.''
(Personal communication, November 18, 2021, translated from Dutch)
As a result, quite some people needed serious mental aftercare. 27 One interviewee (#8) stated that
he could not have participated in the interview a month earlier, because he found it very hard to talk
about. Luckily, his social worker really helped him with this. A few other people were also helped by
social work in processing the emotional impact: they could talk with the social workers and ask them
questions, but they were also helped with arranging things concerning e.g. the insurance and
renovation. This really gave them some peace of mind. One of the interviewees (#16) was so severely
traumatized by the event that she now suffers from PTSS: she was suddenly not able to put things
into perspective anymore, noticed she could not handle or process things like she first could, was
very irritable and got emotional more quickly than before. As a result, she has still not been able to
return to work at the time of the research. She noted she is not the only one who suffers from this
due to the flooding, as she spoke to multiple people having the same problems. This is illustrated by
another interviewee (#15), who had to find professional help for his 11-year-old son: his son had
nightmares and had a lot of fear. He closed the curtains when it rained or looked outside all the time.
Talking with a professional luckily really helped his son to process what happened.
After the flooding, a lot of things had to be arranged: people had to take care of the insurance and
find a temporary home or building to locate their business, meanwhile cleaning and trying to rebuild.
This was experienced as very stressful.28 Consequently, people often felt dispirited and tired. As
discussed in section 5.3, several people felt the insurance work and applying for funds is not only too
much work and very stressful, but also dehumanizing as they felt the systems are too bureaucratic. It
feels very unfair for people that they sometimes still have to ''prove'' they had water damage. They
feel as if instead of these systems genuinely trying to help and support the, they have to bear the
burden alone. Hence, financial problems after the flooding also took its toll on people.
What many people found especially difficult, was the uncertainty following the flooding.29 For
example, the uncertainty concerning the insurance, their residence, or not being sure when
everything will be ''back to normal'' again. This made people feel very confused and lost. One
interviewee (#6) described it as seeing no light at the end of the tunnel. Another interviewee (#11)
said she found not having control over the situation the hardest thing: she had no control over the
flooding, insurance, and she had to organize construction and renovation work from her temporary
home, so she did not really know what exactly was happening. Since she normally has control over
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things this was very difficult for her. What was also hard, was the feeling of dependence: she was
very dependent on the insurance and other funds. She was always an independent woman who
earned her own money, and now she suddenly felt like a beggar.
Some interviewees very actively tried to be positive about the situation and put things into
perspective: for example, even though one interviewee (#10) felt like a refugee during the
evacuation, this made her think about all other refugees which she thinks have an even harder time.
Even though she had just lost a lot of her belongings and her home was flooded, this made her feel
privileged. She became more aware the Netherlands is a very good country to live in, especially
during such crises. Another interviewee (#19) explained that the flooding also was a wake-up call for
her and reminded her to take nothing for granted. She remembered to enjoy what is there now
more. Because of this, she is coping relatively well. She says what really helped her in this was
practicing yoga and mindfulness, which is – among others – about accepting what is: you cannot
change what happened anymore, only how you cope with it.
During the time of research, interviewees were still processing the emotional impact but felt things
were slowly getting better. Nevertheless, they feel there is still a tough period ahead until things are
fully back to normal. The emotional aftermath of the flooding is thus not over yet, people feel.30 A
few people are very worried about the emotional impact and thinks a lot of mental aftercare is
needed. However, they are also worried about people not seeking help and not being able to talk
about their trauma at all. They think some people feel they have to put it away and not talk about it
to ''survive'‘ but feel it might be very damaging on the long term if people do not process their
trauma or address their emotions.
Some people still not feel totally safe in their home and are afraid of future flooding.31 Their home
often does not feel like home again yet since a lot of things still need to happen in terms of
renovation. However, one interviewee (#11) looks forward to going back home since she feels this
would give her a sense of control and familiarity back. However, she realizes it might also be
confronting: she will notice again all the things she had lost. For the interviewees that could not – or
even can still not – return home within a considerable amount of time, it was also rough, as they had
to find a temporary place to live.32 Even though they were happy they found a place to live it was not
their own home and they did not have their own furniture and belongings.

5.5 Role of municipality and national government during and after the flooding
People were also asked how they felt the municipality and national government handled the
flooding. These empirical findings will be used to formulate policy recommendations in section 8.2.
Concerning the role of the municipality, people were predominantly positive about this as they think
the municipality acted fast and adequately and took good care of its inhabitant after the flooding.33
For example, they put containers everywhere for people to throw away their stuff in and provided
cleaning materials. The municipality was also not too strict and allowed a lot more things than usual,
e.g. cars could be parked anywhere, even months after the flooding. However, one interviewee (#8)
did note they could have let the containers stay a little longer, as some people could not throw things
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away yet directly because they had to wait for an insurance expert. Now, these people often had to
rent a container themselves. Furthermore, people also appreciated that the municipality organized
walk-in hours with social work and provided several services, such as a service which helped people
find a temporary place to live. Many people were helped by this. The municipality also opened extra
telephone lines and gave a lot of updates and information through their social media channels.
Almost everyone was very positive about the mayor and the role he played as well: according to
them, he did everything within his power to help the inhabitants.34 He even helped cleaning debris
and filled bags of sand himself. In addition, he actively stood up for the municipality by going to the
government with complaints: the mayor feels the government should stick to its promises and help
out more. Generally speaking, people feel he did an amazing job, especially since he was only mayor
for 100 days when the flooding happened.
Several interviewees blamed neither the municipality nor government for the flooding, as they feel
no one could have seen this coming.35 For example, they stated that the municipality can only do so
much against things such as flooding and is not responsible for all things that went wrong.
Nevertheless, quite some people think more precaution measures could have been taken
beforehand.36 Specifically, people feel there was not enough of a warning prior to the flooding, apart
from telling people to get some bags of sand. As a result, people did not have enough time to
prepare for or adapt to the flooding and a lot of damage was done. Furthermore, some people did
feel that during the flooding the municipality could have shown more leadership: the situation was
very unclear and for many it felt like there was not really a plan, which made them feel lost and
uncertain during an event that was already heavy enough as it was. In particular, communication and
information distribution could have been better, they feel. For example, people noted the
municipality mainly communicated information through its social media channels while not everyone
has social media and some people's phone battery had died. They think the municipality could have
foreseen this and e.g. could have also spread information through more ''old-fashioned channels'',
like calling people or driving through the streets with megaphones. Lastly, many people feel both the
municipality and government could be more transparent and clear in what they plan to do now and
in the future to prevent such floods or at least make sure the damage is limited.37
A few interviewees also noted that they felt the municipality ''as always'' was busier with helping the
city center and its businesses after the flooding than helping other inhabitants. 38 They say this
dichotomy has always existed, as the center is very important for Valkenburg from a touristic and
economic point of view, but that this time it was extra painful to receive less attention and support.
The criticism of interviewee #10, who lives in Houthem, connects to this, as she experienced all help
was focused on Valkenburg while other affected towns and villages within the municipality were
''forgotten''. She hears everyone say what a fantastic job the municipality has done, but she received
no help and no one contacted her or visited her town, while her whole basement and ground floor
were flooded. She understands the damage was very severe in Valkenburg, but thinks it is still hurtful
other towns were somewhat neglected while they are part of the municipality as well. Therefore, the
municipality and mayor still have to prove themselves to her as she is not impressed with their
efforts so far. Another interviewee (#13) also experienced that no one came by their neighborhood
34
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or called during the flooding to e.g. ask if they wanted to be evacuated, as they lived outside of the
city center of Valkenburg.
The opinions concerning the role of the national government are overall quite negative.39 Many
people mentioned government officials and even the king and queen visited Valkenburg after the
disaster, but that no one was really helped by this. Almost everyone noticed the government had
promised a lot of things in terms of money and measures after the flooding, but nothing really came
of it in the end: the feeling is that there is too much talk and too little action. In general, people think
the government should have given more support in both financial and social terms. Some people
now feel they have to solve everything themselves instead of it being a collective effort. As
interviewee #11 put it:
''They said they would help, but they didn't. They abandoned us.''
(Personal communication, November 29, 2021, translated from Dutch)
To illustrate this; neither the municipality nor affected citizens have received any kind of financial
support. The municipality paid for a lot of things in advance and is still waiting to see if the
government will help out. The government did set up some funds for affected people but applying
for these was experienced as very complicated and bureaucratic. Some people even called it
''dehumanizing'' as in the end, according to interviewee #6, ''the computer decides whether you are
helped or not''. The conditions and deadlines for these funds are also experienced as disputable. It
was indicated the fund covers ''non-insurable or non-insured damage'' while in theory you can insure
pretty much everything. Additionally, most things are insured but because people only get back the
day value, they still have big financial losses. The deadline for applying was also said to be way too
early, as people were still waiting for their insurance claims to be processed so could not apply for
the fund yet. In sum, the funds feel a bit useless and not many people have profited from them so
far.
Some people feel the government would have given more support if the flooding had happened
nearer to or within the Randstad: now it seems like a far-off event that does not concern or affect
the government.40 People feel the government also does not realize the situation is still not back to
normal and hundreds of people are still displaced. For them, it feels like the government has already
forgotten about them. Several people feel the government is too reserved and not in touch with its
citizens, and that more empathy and humanity would suit them. Accordingly, interviewee #6 stated:
''It was not just the water, but all the dirt that stayed behind when it left. For me, that
symbolizes how the government is handling this and the rotten system we live in.''
(Personal communication, November 18, 2021, translated from Dutch)
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6. Results on short- and long-term mobilities
This chapter uses the data collected in the interviews to answer the sub-questions related to
people’s short- and long-term mobilities, and thus does so empirically. More specifically, it is
discussed which factors shape people’s short- and long-term mobilities, respectively. In the
discussion in section 7.1, this data will be compared with theory in order to ensure triangulation.
Throughout the results, the collected data was used to identify common themes and similarities
between the interviews. Specific experiences or stories are elaborated in next to the next in boxes in
order to give examples or highlight unique cases.

6.1 Short-term mobilities
During and in the aftermath of the flooding, people made
different choices concerning their mobilities. These short-term
mobilities include decisions concerning evacuation, returning
home after the flooding, finding a temporary place to live, and the
choice to move away or stay. This thus concerns mobilities during
the flooding and within days, weeks or several months after the
flooding. These mobilities will be examined here, along with the
factors influencing these choices.
6.1.1 Evacuation
6.1.1.1 Evacuation experiences
Some people did not evacuate at all or were not in Valkenburg
when the flooding happened.41 However, most people either
evacuated themselves or were evacuated by authorities, such as
the coast guards or police, or by farmers with tractors and carts.42
The evacuation by authorities or farmers took place the day after
the flooding started and was experienced by many as quite scary:
people often had to climb out of their windows into a cart using a
ladder. People who were evacuated by authorities were brought
to a temporary shelter at the bowling center in Valkenburg, which
was located higher on the hill where there was no flooding. Some
people were picked up there by friends or family to temporarily
stay at their place. Others slept at the shelter until they could go
back home or found another place to stay.
A few interviewees managed to evacuate themselves in time and
were able to flee their home by car the evening of the flooding
and go to family or friends: in Box 1, their experiences are
described. The other interviewees might have wanted to evacuate
themselves before the flooding got too severe, but once they
realized this it was too late and they could not get through the
41
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Box 1

GETTING OUT IN TIME

One couple (interviewee #16
and #17) managed to get
away and evacuate the
evening of the flooding just in
time. They noted they might
not have gotten out if they
left 5 minutes later. They
drove through the water with
their car, which was scary
because the current was
strong and there were waves
everywhere. Another woman
(interviewee #11) was
evacuated by her children the
same evening: they were able
to walk to their car and get
away as well. In hindsight she
was very happy her children
evacuated her: she was in
shock, and if her children did
not come to take her, she
would have been alone
during the flooding for hours.
Nevertheless, having to walk
through the water to the car
was also frightening: the
current was strong, and
things were floating around
everywhere.

water anymore, as the water level was too high and the current was very strong. Roads were often
already flooded and closed off as well.
Other people did evacuate themselves, but only the day after the flooding started, when the water
level somewhat stabilized and was a bit calmer.43 They evacuated themselves by walking through the
water carefully to a dry area. They experienced this as scary, because you could not see where you
walked since the water was very dirty and the level was still quite high. They thus had to walk very
slowly, step by step. In addition, although the current had weakened it was still strong, and there
were also waves sometimes because of rescue vehicles driving by.
6.1.1.2 Factors shaping evacuation decisions
The choice to evacuate or not, either the night the flooding happened or the day after, depended on
various factors which will be described below.
Box 2

First of all, it depended very much on design of the house and
where people's living space was located. 44 Many people had their
living space on the ground floor and thus could not stay: they did
not have any food, power, or water, and sometimes not even a
toilet. The water was everywhere and it was not safe or possible
to stay. For them, there was no other choice than evacuating.
Nevertheless, some people did really not want to evacuate, even
though their home was severely flooded: two of these cases are
described in Box 2. Other households did not evacuate because
either their ground floor – or even their whole home – was not
flooded, or their living space was on the first floor and only the
ground floor was flooded. Therefore, they did not feel the need or
wish to evacuate and stayed home.
Secondly, the importance of having children in making the
decision to evacuate is illustrated by various households, who
stated the main reason they left was because they had little
children and had no food or clean water for them.45 Some
indicated that they might not have evacuated at all if they did not
have children.
Third, next to the wish and need to evacuate, the timing was
important, especially when people evacuated or wanted to
evacuate themselves. As described above, some people could not
evacuate anymore once they realized they wanted to because the
flooding already was too severe, and they could not get through
the water anymore. In this case, they were not able to evacuate
by themselves and had to wait for authorities.
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NOT WANTING TO
EVACUATE

One household's (interviewee
#8 and #9) ground floor was
severely flooded. They fled to
the first floor, and thus had
no kitchen or bathroom.
Nevertheless, when being
asked by authorities if they
wanted to be evacuated, they
did not want to. They had the
feeling they would manage
and also thought it was more
important to evacuate people
that really wanted or had to,
like older people. However,
they did point out that if the
water would not have
retreated after 2-3 days they
could not have stayed any
longer. Another interviewee
(#15) first really did not want
to evacuate: he was asked to
evacuate three times before
he eventually did. He first did
not want to leave his home
and did not fully realize yet
what the situation was.
Eventually he did evacuate, as
he realized it was uncertain
how long the water would
stay and they had no food,
power, or water.

There was also a case where a household (interviewee #10) did want to be evacuated, but authorities
did not come. They lived in Houthem, and according to one interviewee most help was focused on
Valkenburg. They then came to the decision that they had to evacuate themselves the day after the
flooding started, as they really could not stay: there was still water everywhere, they had no power,
and their whole ground floor and basement was flooded so they did not have any food. They walked
through the water to a hotel nearby and stayed there. Another interviewee (#13) noted no one came
by to ask if he wanted to be evacuated either. Luckily it was not needed in his case, but he still
thought this was not a good thing.
6.1.2 Residence after the flooding
6.1.2.1 Returning home
A part of the people who evacuated returned home within a considerable amount of time.46 Some
interviewees that evacuated returned home already a few days after the flooding. This meant these
people basically lived at a construction site, as their homes had to be dried, rebuilt, and renovated.
Furthermore, they often did not have warm water or electricity yet at the beginning, so it was fairly
primitive. There were also people who chose to temporarily stay somewhere else during a part of the
cleaning period, so they could have some rest after the flooding and return when it was partially
cleaned. Quite some interviewees temporarily stayed with friends or family or even in a hotel after
the flooding, for either a few days or multiple weeks. However, most of them did want to have their
own place again after some time and did not want to be a burden to the friends or family where they
were staying. Hence, these interviewees chose to return home after a few days or weeks once they
felt it was possible again, for example when at least power or warm water was back. Many of them
did not feel like finding another temporary place to live or staying at a hotel. One interviewee (#19)
mentioned she was offered a temporary residence by the housing corporation, but she did not feel
this was needed. Many people longed for their own home, as it remained a place of familiarity for
them. As interviewee #10 stated:
''In the end, your own home is the best, and you are most at peace when you are there.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
6.1.2.2 A temporary place to live
Some interviewees did not return home within a considerable amount of time (several months) after
the flooding and were thus displaced for a longer period of time for several reasons.47 Some homes
were declared uninhabitable, so going back home was not even allowed in these cases. Other people
wanted to stay somewhere else until their home was renovated for the largest part. These homes
were not declared uninhabitable but living there would not really be possible, for example because
there was no power yet or no kitchen. Some people initially thought they would be able to return
home within a few weeks, but when that turned out not to be possible they started looking for
another place to live temporarily. Before they did so, they often stayed at family, but when it became
clear it might take months to be able to return home they wanted a place of their own. According to
interviewee #2, an important factor that determined how fast people could return home after the
flooding was how fast they were with arranging things: for example, dryers ran out quickly so people
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Box 3

who were too late had to wait for very long. The same
went for the delivery time of materials and available staff.
Hence, people who could not return home had to find a
temporary place to live. Most of these people were
helped with finding a place to live by the housing
corporation, municipality, or social work.48 A few
households found a temporary residence at a bungalow
in a holiday resort nearby, while others found an
apartment within Valkenburg.
Most of the displaced interviewees planned to return
between January and April 2022 as by that time most
renovations were planned to be finished. However, for
one interviewee (#14) it was very uncertain if and when
his old home would be ready to live in again. This is
because the housing corporation now wants to totally
renovate the home, as everything has to be rebuilt
anyways because of the flooding. The interviewee is not
sure if he will be able to afford it once it is fully
renovated.
For most people who found a temporary home, the
insurance covered the additional costs for renting the
temporary home or people or businesses did not have to
pay rent as long as they could not return. The insurances
and housing corporations were especially lenient with
this if it concerned rental homes. Sometimes this was
more difficult or complicated if people had bought their
home and had to find a temporary place to live. Other
insurances were a bit bounteous, however, as they only
wanted to pay the surplus in rent for about 3 months.
This is problematic, as it sometimes takes way longer to
rebuild a home and the renter thus has to pay a lot of
money, especially if the temporary home is more
expensive. Whether the insurance covered temporary
housing and how long may have also had an influence on
the decision to live in a temporary home or to return
home as soon as possible.
6.1.2.3 Moving away or staying?
In Box 3, one case where a household permanently
relocated – although they relocated to another home
within Valkenburg – after the flooding is elaborated on.
All other interviewees did not permanently relocate after
the flooding. In general, there are some factors that had
48
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PERMANENT RELOCATION

One interviewed household
(interviewee #8 and #9) was
offered a temporary apartment to
stay while their home got rebuilt.
They decided to stay there and
not return to their old home at
all. Various factors contributed to
this decision. First of all, they felt
the renovation of their old home
would take too long. Secondly,
they liked their new apartment a
lot. Thirdly, they had planned to
move somewhere else in the
coming years anyways. Hence,
they just decided to move a bit
sooner than planned, only the
reason to do so was unfortunate.
Fourthly, and most importantly,
they did not feel safe in their old
home anymore. Their old home
was on the ground floor, while
this new apartment was located
on the first floor, which gave
them an increased sense of
safety. At first, they even
considered moving away from
Valkenburg, further away from
the Geul and other rivers or to a
higher-lying area within
Valkenburg. However, there were
no homes available there, and as
time passed the desire to leave
faded. Now, they are happy they
stayed within Valkenburg, but are
also very glad to live on the first
floor. They would not feel safe
living on the ground floor
anymore. They are still scared
flooding will happen again, but
are not sure they would leave
again if their new home was
flooded, as they would not know
where to move then. Not only
because you might not be safe
anywhere, but also because there
is a housing shortage throughout
the whole Netherlands.

an influence on people's aspirations and capabilities to move away or to stay after the flooding.
These will be discussed in more detail below.
Place attachment, high life satisfaction, social network, and family ties
What appeared to play a prominent role in the decision to stay, was people's attachment to their
home, neighborhood, the municipality, and the region as a whole.49 Most interviewees were born
and raised in Valkenburg or have lived there the majority of their lives, hence leaving was not
something they desired. People also really appreciated the municipality for e.g. its natural
surroundings or were attached due to family living closing or extensive social networks that have
been built up over the years. For one interviewee (#5) , the flooding even caused her to become even
more attached to her neighborhood in Valkenburg because she felt ''everyone was in it together'':
everybody helped each other out and there was a lot of solidarity after the flooding. Interviewee #11
stated:
''I do not want to start over again in a new place or town, that would be too much of a
change.''
(Personal communication, November 25, 2021, translated from Dutch)
In addition, people were also very attached to their own home and still loved it there, even after the
flooding, e.g. because it was big or had a garden, or they really appreciated the location: it was close
to the forest or city center. Accordingly, interviewee #19 stated:
''I still loved my home, and I rather clean and fix it than go somewhere else.''
(Personal communication, December 13, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Some interviewees even explicitly indicated that if there would be another flooding, they would still
want to stay there.50 However, a few interviewees would like to stay in their home in the municipality
and feel safe enough to do so, but would not necessarily mind moving somewhere else, e.g. because
they are less bound to the region.51 For example, if an interesting opportunity would arise concerning
housing or work, they would consider moving.
Cost of moving
People mentioned there are differences in the cost of moving, and that possibilities and costs
especially differ between people who have bought their home and people who rented.52People who
have bought their home cannot really leave: selling a house that has just been flooded would
probably not be possible. Even though there is a housing market crisis and a housing shortage,
people said they don't think anybody would want to buy their house right now, especially if it has not
been renovated and rebuilt yet. In addition, even if they were able to sell their house, it would
probably be for a lower price than they initially bought it, and they would thus lose a great deal of
money on the sale. Renters do not have these problems and can often leave more easily if their
contract allows them to. However, it is not always that easy to find a home, as several interviewees
state, as there is a housing shortage everywhere and houses are getting more and more expensive.
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For businesses often the same problems arise as described above, but these also often have more
stringent renting agreements which prevents them for being able to move the business.
Sense of safety and ontological security
Many people did not want to relocate or feel the need to as they felt safe enough to continue living
in their own home, even if it was flooded.53 Even though some people initially did not want to return
home because they did not feel safe or because it did not feel like their home anymore, they
gradually realized they wanted to return. They did recognize it might take some time to fully regain a
sense of safety. Most interviewees did indicate that although they did not necessarily live in fear,
they did indicate it was realistic the flooding would happen again and that this would probably be
already somewhere in the coming decade. As interviewee #2 stated:
''If water has found its way once, it often will do so again.''
(Personal communication, November 16, 2021, translated from Dutch)
A few interviewees indicated they might move somewhere else in the future, but that the risk or fear
of flooding would not be the main reason to do so or that for now that is not reason enough for them
to move away.54 Interviewee #12 and #19, respectively, stated the following:
''I always say: the best certainty there is, is living with uncertainties.''
(Personal communication, November 29, 2021, translated from Dutch)
''There is no guarantee for safety, you can never be sure. If it happens, it happens.''
(Personal communication, December 13, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Other people shared this sentiment and said there was not a lot you can do about flooding anyways.
A couple of interviewees said that it would be terrible if it happened again but ''so be it'', and they
would just clean up and rebuild everything again.55 Living in fear does not make you safer so they feel
this has no use, also because you do not have much influence on it. People do not want to let fear
control their life and they just want to make the best of it. Nevertheless, all interviewees hope this
never happens again, and they do not know how they will react if there is another flooding and
whether they will then move away or still stay.
It seemed these feelings above contributed to people’s ontological security, or their sense of
existential safety, as they do not seem to fully acknowledge or act upon the environmental risk at
hand, which causes them to feel safe enough to stay living in the same place. As described above,
interviewees indicated they feel living in fear does not make you safer, and they do not want to let
fear control their life. In other words, their sense of ontological security makes them feel safe while
the risk of flooding – which determines their actual physical security – stays the same.
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People did indicate that if they would ever move, they would think twice about the location and
perhaps rather have a house that is higher-lying and/or further away from the Geul or other rivers.56
However, most of them would still like to stay within the municipality of Valkenburg. One
interviewee (#4), whose house was not flooded, said she would consider moving up higher if her
house was flooded. Another interviewee (#15) indicated it might be different if he would move to
Valkenburg now and he would e.g. pay more attention to how high the house is and how far the Geul
is located. However, he says it is different when you already live there.
Most interviewees indicated they would feel safer if more measures were taken: this will be
elaborated on in section 6.2.3.
Self-efficacy
What also was of influence in people's vision on living in Valkenburg in the future, was the fact that
many of the inhabitants were now taking measures themselves by adapting their own homes or
businesses.57 This increased their sense of self-efficacy, as this made them feel capable of preparing
for and coping with the hazard of flooding. For example, they are careful of what they store in the
basement, put sockets higher, and use more water-resistant materials. As they feel this either
protects them better from future flooding or would prevent more damage during a next flooding,
they feel quite positive and hopeful about the future. This makes them feel more in control over the
situation. The following quotes by interviewee #5 and #8, respectively, illustrate these sentiments:
''No one expected the flooding, but now we know what can happen and we can be more
prepared for it.''
(Personal communication, November 18, 2021, translated from Dutch)
''The most sensible thing to do is keeping in mind the possibility it happens again.''
(Personal communication, November 18, 2021, translated from Dutch)
In other words, they are trying to live with the risk and prepare for it instead of moving away. Several
interviewees noted moving away would be no solution, even though it might seem tempting.58
6.1.3 Summary of the findings on short-term mobilities
In conclusion, during and after the flooding people made different choices concerning their shortterm mobilities. These are concisely summarized in Table 4, along with the factors shaping these
mobilities.
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Table 4: The identified short-term mobilities and the factors shaping these.
Short-term mobilities
Factors shaping short-term mobilities
Evacuation
• Design and location of the house, which in turn determined the
water level
• Having (young) children
• The wish to evacuate
• The timing of the wish to evacuate
Returning home after
• Attachment to home, missing home
the flooding/evacuation
• State of the home after the flooding, e.g. declared uninhabitable
or finding a temporary
or not
place to live
• Waiting time for and availability of materials, machines,
construction workers, etc.
• Whether the insurance covered the costs of a temporary home
Permanently relocating
• Cost of moving
after the flooding
• Sense of safety and ontological security
• Place attachment
• Life satisfaction
• Social networks
• Family ties
• Self-efficacy

6.2 Long-term mobilities
It was also investigated how people perceived their long term mobilities, by asking interviewees how
they felt about living in the region in the future and how they saw this in relation to worsening
climate change. This thus concerns the choice of people to continue to live in affected regions (or
not) in the long-term, e.g. after multiple months or years. This will be elaborated on here, along with
the factors influencing these choices.
6.2.1 Living in the region in the future
In people's vision on their long-term mobilities partially the same factors played a role as in people's
short-term mobilities and in the choice to relocate or stay after the flooding. The cost of moving
away, sense of safety and ontological security, place attachment, life satisfaction, social networks,
family ties, and self-efficacy thus played a role here as well. Accordingly, most of the interviewees
indicated they had no plans whatsoever to leave the municipality of Valkenburg in the near future.59
Some interviewees even explicitly indicated that if there would be another flooding, they would still
want to stay there.60 However, most interviewees stated that although they did not necessarily live in
fear, they did think it was realistic the flooding would happen again and that this would probably be
already somewhere in the coming decade. Most interviewees indicated they would feel safer living in
the region in the future if more measures were taken: this will be elaborated on in section 5.2.3.
A few interviewees indicated they might move somewhere else in the future, but that the risk or fear
of flooding would not be the main reason to do so or that for now that is not reason enough for them
to move away.61 Several interviewees also said they felt that moving away now might cause regrets
later, especially if there is not another flooding. Nevertheless, all interviewees hope this never
happens again, and they do not know how they will react if there is another flooding and whether
59
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they will then move away or still stay. Many interviewees did indicate that if they would ever move,
they would think twice about the location and perhaps rather have a house that is higher-lying
and/or further away from the Geul or other rivers.62 However, most of them would still like to stay
within the municipality of Valkenburg.
Whether people evacuated or had to find a temporary place to live was not found to have an
influence on how they perceive their long-term mobilities. However, the factors shaping these
mobilities do overlap, which could lead to the conclusion that choices and motives concerning
people’s short-term mobilities determine the choices and motives concerning their long-term
mobilities, which could be seen as a relation between the two mobilities.
6.2.2 Climate change
People were also asked whether they saw a link between the flooding and climate change, and how
this affected their perception on their long-term mobilities. The majority of the interviewees saw a
clear link between climate change and the flooding.63 For example, they indicated they believe that
climate change causes weather changes, such as extreme rainfall events like the one that happened
before the flooding. They also indicated that the fact that even the oldest people in Valkenburg had
never seen something like this before showed that something had changed. Many of them linked
climate change not only to this flooding, but also to other natural disasters and extreme weather all
around the world such as hurricanes, forest fires and other floods. Interviewee #7 said that this helps
her to see the reason to e.g. live more sustainable, as the consequences of not doing anything at all
became very clear now. Interviewee #10 stated something similar:
''We have to look for solutions now, also for climate change, now we still have the time.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
These interviewees indicated they were also convinced that humans are the main cause of climate
change right now. They hope other people also became more aware of this because of the flooding.
As these interviewees saw the flooding as a consequence of climate change, some of them would
also like to see more measures taken in the field of climate policy.64 They indicate measures on water
management and flood protection (see section 6.2.3) might help, but that this is merely addressing
the symptoms of the problem at hand: climate change. They state a more long-term vision is needed,
which implicitly asks for addressing climate change. Overall, these interviewees desire more vigor in
the field of climate policy and they would like to see this now – not in a few years. They also feel the
effects of climate change – such as disasters like the past flooding – and its consequences are more
expensive than a more stringent climate policy. Some proposed measures in the field of climate
policy people mentioned include planting more vegetation and CO2 reduction measures.
A few interviewees, however, disputed the link between the flooding and climate change.65 They felt
this was more caused by a combination of events, and that it was partly just bad luck: the rainfall was
too much, it came too fast and it could not go anywhere. In addition, one interviewee (#1) said he
thinks the main cause was bad collaboration with Belgium and Germany, which caused all water to
come to Limburg at once. Another interviewee (#2) stated that he felt the flooding was not only
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because of the rainfall but thought a dike might have collapsed or something similar. According to
one interviewee (#18), it is too easy to say it is all because of climate change, although it might have
been of influence.
Although a big part of the interviewees saw a clear link between climate change and the flooding and
think events like this in turn might happen more often in the future due to aggravating climate
change, none of the interviewees necessarily see this as a reason to move away. Partially this was
due to the factors mentioned in 5.4.1, but something else also played a role here: a sentiment was
that they would actually not be safe from climate change anywhere.66 They see climate risks
everywhere, such as floods, but also hurricanes, forest fires or sea level rise. Subsequently, they feel
it would be strange to move away from the region because of one climate risk and then face another
risk when moving somewhere else. For example, interviewee #12 stated:
''Let's say you do move somewhere else or somewhere higher to be safe from flooding, and
then a hurricane hits you home.''
(Personal communication, November 29, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Several of these interviewees stated they would also not know where to move, as almost the entire
Netherlands is prone to risk of flooding, whether it is because of rivers or the sea. Interviewee #4
noted that theoretically Southern Limburg is maybe safer from flooding as it is higher-lying and has
more hills than the rest of the Netherlands. Accordingly, they felt that if you would move away from
the municipality of Valkenburg due to the risk of flooding you would have to move out of the
Netherlands, especially since flooding risks here will probably become more severe in the future due
to climate change. Interviewee #4 stated:
''If you live in the Netherlands, the risk of flooding and getting wet feet apparently is part
of the deal.''
(Personal communication, November 26, 2021, translated from Dutch)
However, one interviewee (#12) notes that although the Netherlands is vulnerable it is also prepared
and protected quite well as we collectively know a lot about water and water management. Hence,
he has faith the risk can be decreased. On the other hand, another interviewee (#18) stresses we – in
the Netherlands – should not be too ''arrogant'' and think it will not happen to us (again) just
because we are well-organized and have many water management projects, as this also did not stop
this flooding from happening.
According to people’s perceptions described above, in general people's ontological security – their
subjective sense of safety – in the context of environmental risks and how people assess these plays
a role here.
6.2.3 Projects and measures and implications for long-term mobilities
In this section, it is investigated if and how projects and measures – for example in the fields of water
management and flood protection – influence people’s long-term mobilities. First, it is discussed how
people perceive projects and measures that were executed in the past and whether they feel more
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measures should have been taken to prevent the flooding. Consequently, it is discussed if and how
future projects and measures could influence people’s long-term mobilities and which kind of
measures they would like to see carried out.
6.2.3.1 Projects and measures in the past
Section 3.4 elaborated on measures concerning water management and flood protection that were
taken in the past in the region. These past measures were also discussed with the interviewees,
among others by asking them whether they feel more measures should have been taken in and
around Valkenburg and the Geul before the flooding. Various interviewees felt more measures
should have been taken before the flooding happened.67 Although no one knew this would happen,
they thought more attention could have been paid to prevention measures. The Geul had overflowed
before – although not this severe - and the Maas also caused flooding in the past after which
measures were taken around the Maas, but not around the Geul (Dongen, 2021; Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.
a). Moreover, the municipality is located in a hill valley next to a river, so people felt the possibility of
flooding should have been recognized earlier. Moreover, these facts in combination with the
knowledge that climate change is causing more extreme weather makes the interviewees feel people
could have thought about flooding earlier. As interviewee #10 stated:
''We should prevent, not cure. Now measures are only taken after a disaster has already
happened, while we should prevent it from happening at all.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
In addition, this interviewee in general feels that too much focus has been on water management
and flood protection in coastal areas and that more attention should be paid to flood risk within the
country.
However, other interviewees said really no one could have seen this coming, so they do not think it is
strange not more measures were taken beforehand in the area.68 Something like that had never
happened here before, hence there was no reason to think something like this could happen.
Accordingly, they think it is logical most measures were focused on areas where severe flooding
happened before, such as along the Maas, but not around Valkenburg and the Geul. In addition,
several people pointed out some measures had already been taken in and around Valkenburg, e.g.
the creation of retention areas, so that it was not the case nothing happened at all in terms of flood
prevention. Accordingly, they think the flooding would have been way worse if nothing had
happened and that this flooding made them realize measures and projects do have an effect. Some
think people would have complained if more measures were taken and would have thought this was
an overreaction and money could be spent better elsewhere.
6.2.3.2 Future projects and measures and implications for long-term mobilities
In section 3.6, what the government and other parties are planning or recommending to do in terms
of projects and measures related to water management and flood protection was discussed. During
the interviews, people were asked if and how such future projects and measures could influence
their long-term mobilities. For example, they were asked if they would feel safer to continue living in
the region if more measures were taken. In addition, the interviewees were asked what future
67
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projects and measures they would like to see realized in order to have feeling of safety while living in
the region, both now and in the future. In this section the interview data will be linked to section 3.6.
In general, most interviewees indicated they would feel safer if more measures were taken,
especially because they feel floods like this will happen more often in the future.69 As interviewee
#10 put it:
''Living here should be future-proof if measures are taken.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Overall, interviewees see a lot of possibilities, but some think experts should have a look at what is
best. Above all, people are keen to see measures and projects that can be realized now, on the shortterm. Some people feel there is still too much talk and too little action: it should not be discussed
endlessly what to do or what measures to take, but something must happen now.70
However, a few interviewees find it difficult to see how we can solve or prevent this.71 They say the
Geul is a difficult case, as not a lot of room is left to broaden it, especially within the town of
Valkenburg. Before and after the town the Geul has a bit more room, but within Valkenburg it has to
be discharged through only one trench. Taking comparable measures as e.g. along the Maas might
not be possible here. This is in accordance with views the water board expressed: it is virtually
impossible to protect Valkenburg against such excessive rainfall as that would demand too much
from the landscape and the tourism industry, and within Valkenburg there is also not a lot of space
left (NOS, 2021f). There are already 500 water buffers in the region, but still 90% of the rainwater is
down in no time due to the slopes. Hence, although most interviewees would like to see more
measures, not everyone is sure if they will really work in practice if something like this happens
again. This flooding was unprecedented, but it might be even more severe in the future. Hence, it is
hard to decide what measures to take and what is ''enough''. Only time – or a next flooding – will tell
whether the measures taken will be enough, as one interviewee points out. However, interviewee
#16 stated:
''Maybe you cannot totally prevent it from happening, but you can make sure it does not
happen this badly again.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Deltares (2022) concluded something similar: future flooding cannot be prevented in the event of
such large-scale and extreme precipitation events, neither in Southern Limburg nor other parts of the
Netherlands. However, through more resilient design and better preparation it can be prevented
such events turn into a disaster.
Several interviewees also stressed that although measures have to be taken, the area should not be
adapted too much: people will also not want to see too many changes or lose the Geul, as it is part of
the attractiveness and identity of the region.72 Other interviewees pointed out it is important to
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remember that there is not one right solution or measure: to seriously reduce the risk of flooding, it
has to be a combination of measures and projects.73 For example, apart from other possible doubts,
constructing a tunnel beneath Valkenburg to discharge water would not reduce the flood risk for
people living outside of Valkenburg at all.
In the paragraphs below, measures the interviewees proposed will be discussed and linked to section
3.6.
Enhancement of the warning and communication systems
Recommendations Deltares (2022) formulated and findings from the evaluation report in
commission of the water board (Akinci, 2022; Algemeen Dagblad, 2022) are in line with some
measures interviewees would like to see realized, such as improving forecasting and monitoring
systems for timely, adequate information, intensifying cross-border exchange of risk information,
evaluating crisis management capacity (preparation, response and post-stage) and drawing up or
updating location-specific action perspectives, e.g. emergency measures. One measure almost all
interviewees want to see is enhancement of the warning and communication systems, as they felt
there was no real warning past flooding.74 For example, some were wondering why the air raid siren
was not used. People feel that if they would have been informed or alarmed earlier, they would have
had more time to adjust and save their belongings and perhaps would have experienced less of a
stressful and traumatic experience. Many of them do not understand how it is possible, with today's
technology and communication possibilities, the water surprised everyone like this. They feel people
could and should have seen the water coming and thus people could have been alarmed earlier.
Now, the water came very unexpectedly and people could often not get away anymore. The
municipality of Valkenburg could have warned its inhabitants better, people feel. Interviewees stress
they understand the municipality maybe also did not see this coming. Yet, people feel the
municipality could have warned people in a better way, instead of only providing bags of sand that
people could pick up. There was also very little communication between different countries, regions,
and municipalities. People feel this is a shame, because better communication could have prevented
a part of the damage. No one alerted Valkenburg, even though towns upstream – both in the
Netherlands as in Belgium – were already flooded. Apart from communication between
municipalities, one interviewee (#14) also felt mistakes were made by the water board: for example,
according to the interviewee they did not open all sluices – which could have made the flooding less
bad – and they did not communicate well with other parties.
Apart from earlier warning and better communication, some people think there also should be
clearer rules and procedures: for example, who should warn who and when? 75 Furthermore, it
should be clear for all parties and inhabitants what to do with different kinds of warnings, e.g. code
red or orange, by providing better advice and information according to the corresponding warning
level. Consequently, depending on the warning level people know whether they should only put their
stuff higher or leave their home in time because the situation is too dangerous. Similarly, it should
also be clear what not to do, such as going to the basement. These interviewees feel this
enhancement will have a lot of effect as it ensures an adequate reaction and will thus probably cause
less damage. Interviewee #14 thinks a large-scale evacuation plan should also be created, as flood
prevention and water management measures might not always work in the future:
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''We have to be prepared for when this happens. We have to make these evacuation plans
and hope we will never have to use them.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Built environment and spatial planning
Concerning the action plan for better water safety and management of the province of Limburg,
affected municipalities and the water board (Schreuder, 2021) and the recommendations of Deltares
(2022), several interviewees see the proposed measures as a good option. For example, the
interviewees also stressed the importance of e.g. a more water-resistant built environment and
greening gardens.76 For example, homes could be better adapted to flooding, e.g. placing sockets
higher or even building so-called ''drive-in homes'' where the garage is located on the ground floor
and the living space is on upper floors. However, one interviewee (#14) pointed out existing and
older homes are more difficult to adapt. Concerning spatial planning, some people feel we should
seriously reconsider where we build and locate certain things. There were a lot of buildings and
homes next to the Geul which were flooded and have to be renovated: of course, you cannot just
demolish these buildings and broaden the Geul, but people feel we should consider what to locate
where. For example, the nursing home next to the Geul could be located further away or more uphill,
as it is very difficult to evacuate a nursing home. In addition, more green and less stone has to be
introduced into the urban environment through spatial planning, as the soil can then better infiltrate
water and vegetation retains water very well. A couple of these interviewees also talked about taking
measures on a smaller scale. For example, people have to be informed on what measures they can
take themselves, such as greening their gardens. However, next to household and individual
measures, people feel there also have to be more regional, national, and international measures.
Interviewee #11 stated:
''You cannot solve this as an individual by making changes to your home. You cannot
protect yourself by yourself.''
(Personal communication, November 25, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Tunnel
Interviewees had mixed views on the plans for the tunnel beneath Valkenburg (Wiche, 2021;
Witteveen+Bos, 2021). Some people would like to see such plans realized and think it would reduce
the flood risk.77 One interviewee (#2) even stated that they should already have started with building
it. He knows it is expensive but says he would rather see the tunnel realized than getting more
money. Besides, the costs of projects like the tunnel are probably less than the cost of the damage
caused by the flooding, he feels. Some interviewees are a bit more hesitant, but still think the tunnel
might work.78 However, they also see the risks of digging under an old town like Valkenburg. One
interviewee (#11) for example fears the tunnel construction could cause landslides, earthquakes, or
sinkholes. People are not sure yet if the tunnel will work and is not too dangerous. Concerning the
tunnel, interviewee #14 stated:
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''Technically you can think of a lot of solutions and in theory things can always be solved,
but that does not necessarily mean it is a good idea.''
(Personal communication, December 3, 2021, translated from Dutch)
Hence, more research about the tunnel, how big it should be, and whether this is a good solution
should be done. Additionally, people feel this will probably be a very expensive project, and that the
question is who will pay for this. Another problem people see with the plan for the tunnel, is that this
is not a project that will be realized any time soon, while they really want to see measures being
taken right now. Other interviewees think plans like the tunnel are ''madness'' or too complicated.79
They feel more simple measures like a water buffer would be better. Dredging and cleaning the
riverbed more regularly would already make a lot of difference as the Geul could then flow through
better, according to one interviewee. Some interviewees point out that the plan for the tunnel is
good, but that we actually already have one: the sewage system.80 They think it would be a good
solution to make the sewage pipes bigger, instead of building a whole new tunnel. Of course, this
would also save money and time. The sewage pipes should be able to discharge more water but
should also be cleaned more regularly so the water can flow through it easily. Some of them thought
the flooding would have been less bad if the sewage pipes had been cleaned recently.
Altering agricultural land
The action plan of the province of Limburg, affected municipalities and the water board (Schreuder,
2021) also mentioned altering agricultural land could be beneficial, e.g. growing agricultural crops
that retain water better. Some interviewees agree such measures should be included.81 As the
situation is right now, they felt, water is barely being retained or slowed down here. The fields are
ploughed, sown and mown vertically, so the water flows right into the Geul. In addition, because of
the dominant monoculture there are not enough trees and other vegetation to retain water. These
interviewees see altering agricultural fields as the most simple and cheap solution. However, some of
them mentioned that even if you get the farmers on board, the question is: who will pay for this?
Water safety level
The action plan of the province of Limburg, affected municipalities and the water board (Schreuder,
2021) also included a proposal to increase water safety in the area not in 2050, but already in 2035.
This would not only be beneficial for Limburg, according to the administrators, but also for the rest of
the Netherlands downstream of the rivers. One interviewee (#15) , who works at the municipality of
Valkenburg, also mentioned the safety level of water management might have to be adapted. He
explained that in the whole country the safety level is calibrated at 1 on 100: hence, it is based on
e.g. flooding that happens once every 100 years. In Southern Limburg, this level is calibrated at 1 on
25. This means that less precautions or measures are mandatory, hence more damage is done when
a severe flooding occurs. He stresses this safety level should change in order to realize more
measures.
Regional, national, and international cooperation
International cooperation was also seen as a condition of effective measures by many interviewees.82
Since the Netherlands is kind of the river delta of many European rivers, measures taken here have
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little effect if there are no effective measures taken upstream, e.g. in Belgium and Germany. The
whole catchment area of the Geul has to be looked at critically. This means working together on an
international level and making agreements, although – as two interviewees (#10 and #12) point out –
this is easier said than done. Nevertheless, the past shows it can be done: one interviewee (#13)
points out Belgium and the Netherlands have worked together successfully on water management
concerning the Maas. Cooperation and shared learning between municipalities and regions within
the Netherlands should also improve, according to some interviewees. This would make measures
more effective, also because – as interviewee #7 points out – ''municipalities can only do so much
and more regional and national collaboration is needed to address this issue''. Lastly, people felt that
collaboration and communication with institutions such as the KNMI (weather institute) and the
water boards should also be improved.
Additionally, people want to see measures both within and outside of Valkenburg to ensure inclusive
flood protection measures.83 One interviewee (#13) also proposed to re-evaluate measures
concerning the Maas: for the Geul to be able to discharge water levels in the Maas have to be low, so
it is essential to also consider this for a comprehensive approach. This point was also elucidated
during the Nationaal Deltacongres about Dutch water management: coherence and interaction
between rivers should be considered (Nelissen, 2021).
Other measures
In accordance with the action plan and other plans of the water board (Schreuder, 2021; Waterschap
Limburg, n.d. b; Waterschap Limburg, n.d. c), several interviewees also felt striving for more space
for streams and small rivers such as the Geul, better retention of water upstream and constructing
more and larger water basins and rainwater buffers might help.84 New and stronger quay walls, such
as Rijkswaterstaat (n.d. c) is planning to build, are also a desired measure. 85 Other proposed
measures include creating more floodplains and better control over the Geul through sluices.86
6.2.4 Summary of the findings on long-term mobilities
In how people perceived their long-term mobilities mostly the same factors played a role as in
shaping their short-term mobilities, hence:
• Cost of moving
• Sense of safety and ontological security
• Place attachment
• Life satisfaction
• Social networks
• Family ties
• Self-efficacy
Consequently, interviewees had no plans to move away in the near future, although they think
another flooding is likely to happen within the coming decade. Some people indicated they might
move in the future – either within the municipality or away from it – but that risk or fear of flooding
would not be the main reason to do so. However, if they did even move most of them would think
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twice about the location, height, and distance from the Geul, although the majority of them does
want to stay within the municipality.
Concerning people's perception on their long-term mobilities in the context of worsening climate
change, it was found the majority of the interviewees saw a clear link between climate change and
past flooding and are convinced humans are the main cause of climate change. A few interviewees
did not see this link. However, even though visions on climate change and the link with the flooding
differ, in general most people do not see climate change as a reason to move away. This may partially
be caused by the fact by abovementioned factors, but something else also plays a role here: many of
the interviewees felt that you are not safe anywhere from climate change.
Most interviewees indicated they would feel safer living in the region in the future if more measures
were taken. Above all, people are desperate to see measures and projects that can be realized now,
on the short-term. Several measures were proposed by the interviewees, which were often in line
with plans and recommendations as discussed in section 3.6.
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7. Evaluation and discussion
7.1 Comparing findings with theory
In this section, the results of this research as discussed in the previous chapter are compared with
the theories used in Chapter 4, among others to see where they possibly overlap, conflict, or add on
each other. In section 7.1.3, these insights will be used to assess what the Valkenburg case study can
teach us about differences and similarities in environmental mobilities between the Global North and
the Global South.
7.1.1 Applying a mobilities perspective
Both recent scholarship and this research have shown the importance of applying a perspective of
movement – hence, a mobilities perspective – when studying why and how people move across
space, in this case in the context of environmental change (Cresswell & Merriman, 2011; Sheller &
Urry, 2006; Urry, 2007; Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019). By using the environmental mobilities
perspective, the focus is not only on movements itself, but also on understanding when and why
people decide (not to) move in the context of environmental change, how and where do they move,
under what conditions, and who stays behind (Wiegel, Boas & Warner, 2019)? Within this context,
the specific focus of this thesis is to examine which factors play a role in people’s short- and longterm mobilities in the municipality of Valkenburg (Chapter 6). Additionally, the interviews also helped
to understand the practices, motives, and experiences (Chapter 5) and provided context to the
choices people made regarding their (im)mobilities. The environmental mobilities approach is
considered inclusive of the many different aspirations and capabilities that underlie particular
movements or non-movements in the context of environmental risk. Applying this perspective in the
previous chapter has resulted in an in-depth understanding on the factors that play a role in people’s
mobilities during and after the flooding event in Valkenburg.
Concerning Sheller’s (2011, p. 11; p. 43 ; p. 102; p. 105) notions on (im)mobilities in the context of
disasters, the findings of this research partially overlap. In some cases, uneven (im)mobilities could
be recognized, e.g. some households were not asked or offered to be evacuated while others were,
which mostly depended on the location of the home as most help was focused on the city center of
Valkenburg. The identified factors driving people’s mobilities sometimes also revealed uneven
(im)mobilities, such as the difference in cost of moving between people who rented versus people
who have bought their home. In addition, as information during and after the flooding was mostly
shared by authorities through social media, those who did not have social media were excluded from
information concerning e.g. evacuating or finding a temporary home. However, based on the
obtained results inequalities and vulnerabilities concerning e.g. class, gender or race could not be
recognized, as no differences were found in people’s (im)mobilities or the choices they made based
on these characteristics. Additionally, the difference in potential for mobilities between those with
high and low network capital was also not evident based on this research, as it was not found that
those with either a big or large social network made different choices or had different possibilities
concerning their mobilities.
In sum, comparing this thesis research and its findings with theories on the mobilities perspective as
discussed in section 4.2 shows this perspective was very suitable to understand people’s
environmental mobilities during and after the flooding event in Valkenburg and what factors played a
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role in this. Theory on (im)mobilities in the context of disaster and on uneven (im)mobilities (Sheller,
2011) partially overlapped with this research.
7.1.2 Factors shaping environmental (im)mobilities
As a secondary aim of this research was to reflect on findings in relation with key findings and
assumptions concerning environmental mobilities in existing research, the findings of this thesis
research will be compared with the frameworks that were discussed in Chapter 4. The results in
Chapter 6 elucidated that based on the conducted interviews the following factors shaped people’s
short- and long-term mobilities: the cost of moving away, sense of safety and ontological security,
place attachment, life satisfaction, social networks, family ties, and self-efficacy. To some extent,
some similarities could be identified in terms of factors shaping people's (im)mobilities: these are
summarized in Table 5. The similarities and differences between the findings of this thesis research
and the existing literature will be elaborated on in the paragraphs below.
Although the framework in the review article of Black et al. (2011) was argued to have its
shortcomings as it did not fully match the mobilities lens, some drivers of migration as mentioned in
the framework could also be recognized in this thesis research: the cost of moving, social networks,
and family ties were also identified as factors shaping people's mobilities. However, other drivers
mentioned by the framework were not found in current research, such as economic (e.g. income,
consumer prices), political (e.g. policy incentives, insecurity) and demographic (e.g. population
density) drivers.
The factors of self-efficacy, social networks and high life satisfaction found in this research overlaps
with the article of Seebauer & Winkler (2020) and the dimensions influencing relocation decisions
they identified. In addition, Seebauer & Winkler (2020) also found place identity and fear of next
flood events play a role in relocation decisions, which matches the findings of current thesis research
concerning the identified factors of place attachment and sense of safety, respectively. Other
possibly influential factors identified by Seebauer & Winkler (2020), such as several economic factors
(e.g. children’s prospects, compensation payment) and the factors of uncertainty and emotional
resilience were not found to shape people’s mobilities in this thesis research.
The factors of life satisfaction mentioned above also connects to the article of Adams (2016) which
elaborates on the relation between the factor of life satisfaction and decisions to stay or move based
on a case study in Peru. Similar to this thesis research, the article found that people with high life
satisfaction are often unlikely to move away.
The factor of place attachment and how it might shape people’s choices to move away or not was
also identified in current thesis research, which matches findings of Bonaiuto et al. (2016) who did a
research review of 31 articles. Their findings overlap with findings of this research: strongly attached
individuals are mostly unwilling to relocate when facing natural environmental risks and are more
likely to return to risky areas after a natural environmental disaster. However, findings of this
research do not match the part of their article that discusses how strongly attached individuals
acknowledge the natural environmental risks but underestimate their potential effects. Although this
thesis research found most interviewees were highly attached, they did not seem to underestimate
the potential effects of environmental risks and acknowledged a flooding was likely to happen
somewhere in the coming decade. Nevertheless, interviewees did note they did not see the point in
moving away as they felt there were environmental or climate risks everywhere, which one could see
as a depreciation of the risks they were facing themselves. This matches the findings of Wiegel et al.,
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2021), who found that the factor of ontological security can help shape risk perceptions and may in
turn shape people’s choices to move away or not. For example, most people did not want to relocate
or feel the need to do so as they felt safe enough to continue living in their own home. In addition,
some of them felt there was no ‘’guarantee for safety’’ anyways and that living in fear or feeling
unsafe would not have much use. People’s ontological security also plays a role here, especially in
the context of climate risks and other risks. Several interviewees stated they would not know where
to move, as almost the entire Netherlands is prone to risk of flooding or other climate risks.
Accordingly, some interviewees felt that if you would move away from the municipality of
Valkenburg due to the risk of flooding you would have to move out of the Netherlands.
Another identified factor in this thesis research included sense of safety, which was also mentioned
by Wolsink (2010) and Quinn et al. (2018). These articles describe how measures and projects can
influence general feelings of safety, which in turn may shape mobilities. However, the former article
also found that measures and projects might increase feelings of safety, but drastic adaptations can
also influence the attachment to place. If the adaptations are too big, people feel less attached to the
place, which might in turn affect people's mobilities. This matches findings of this thesis research, as
several interviewees stressed that although measures have to be taken, the area should not be
adapted too much: people will also not want to see too many changes or lose the Geul, as it is part of
the attractiveness and identity of the region. However, it could of course not yet be researched
whether how the future projects and measures will shape people’s sense of safety and attachment to
place.
The review article of Dandy et al. (2019) discussed how place attachment can – initially – constrain
the decision to leave, but how people with high place attachment can still choose to relocate when
the livability of a place becomes compromised and the ‘’loss becomes intolerable’’. As this thesis
research found only one household had relocated it is difficult to say whether findings match that of
Dandy et al. (2019). However, one interviewee – who chose to stay – did say she became even more
attached to her neighborhood in Valkenburg because of the flooding, as she felt more connected to
her neighbors and experienced a lot of solidarity.
Lastly, it is important to once more elucidate the point Obokata, Veronis & McLeman (2014) make in
their paper: the relationships between environmental change, group and individual characteristics,
place attachment, and decisions to stay or go are not straightforward, nor are they linearly related. In
other words, to leave or stay are not simple binary outcomes but have a number of dimensions. This
thesis research also found this to be the case, as people’s mobilities and the choices connected to
these were not as simple as weighing some factors and making a choice. For example, there might be
differences between people’s capabilities and aspirations to move or stay, and many of them also
indicated they might make different choices in the future. The choice to leave or stay, besides having
a number of dimensions and including many considerations, turned out to be a very personal one
above all else. In addition, as Obokata, Veronis & McLeman (2014) point out, relocations can be
temporary or permanent, and destinations can be local (within the same town or region), internal
(within the same country), or international. However, although interesting, questions concerning
which factors influence the duration and destination of movement were beyond the scope of this
research.
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Table 5: Comparing the factors shaping (im)mobilities found in this thesis research with those found
in literature, along with the countries studies in existing literature focused on.
Factors shaping (im)mobilities Factors shaping (im)mobilities
Countries studies in literature
found in this thesis research
found in literature
focused on
Cost of moving
Cost of moving (Black et al.,
Mostly based on countries in
2011)
Asia (e.g. Bangladesh, Nepal),
Africa (e.g. Tanzania, Ghana,
Kenya, Zimbabwe, South-Africa,
Sudan, Burkina Faso), and South
America (e.g. Brazil, Ecuador,
Bolivia)
Social networks
Social networks (Black et al.,
See row above
2011; Seebauer & Winkler,
Austria
2020)
Family ties
Family ties (Black et al., 2011)
See two rows above
Self-efficacy
Self-efficacy (Seebauer &
Austria
Winkler, 2020)
High life satisfaction
High life satisfaction (Adams,
Austria
2016; Seebauer & Winkler,
Peru
2020)
Place attachment
Place attachment (Bonaiuto et Countries in Asia (e.g. China,
al., 2016)
India, Indonesia, Bangladesh),
Place identity (Seebauer &
Europe (e.g. Portugal, Spain,
Winkler, 2020)
Italy, Norway, Austria, France),
Oceania (e.g. New Zealand,
Australia, Tuvalu), and North
America (e.g. Canada, USA)
Sense of safety
Sense of safety (Quinn et al.,
Austria
2018; Wolsink, 2010)
France
Fear of next flood events
The Netherlands
(Seebauer & Winkler, 2020)
Ontological security
Ontological security (Wiegel et Chile
al., 2021)
In sum, it can be concluded that the findings of current research match existing theory on
environmental mobilities and the factors shaping these. The factors identified match a variety of
existing articles, although e.g. often not all factors identified in the articles are also found in current
research.
7.1.3 Comparing environmental mobilities between the Global North and Global South
One sub-question of this thesis research concerned what the insights from the Valkenburg case study
teach us about differences and similarities in environmental mobilities between the Global North and
Global South. The factors identified in this thesis research show similarities to both factors found in
the Global North and the Global South, as can be concluded from Table 5. As the majority of existing
literature is based on the Global South, and a comparison between the findings of this research and
theory is made in the sections above, it can be concluded that no major differences in environmental
mobilities and factors shaping these between the Global North and Global South have been found.
No new factors shaping (im)mobilities have been identified in this thesis research, and the factors
that were identified could be linked to existing literature.
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Based on the identified key differences between the Global North and Global South in section 1.1,
this was not necessarily expected. For example, these regions differ greatly, especially concerning
resources and expertise in the fields of climate adaptation and mitigation (Adenle, Azade & Arbiol,
2015; Georgeson et al., 2016). Based on this, it could have been expected that since these initiatives
may influence feelings of safety and attachment to place, they in turn could shape mobilities (Wiegel
et al., 2021; Wolsink, 2010; Quinn et al., 2018).
The question is what this might teach us: that even though the different contexts and characteristics,
identified factors shaping (im)mobilities in this case study in the Global North overlap with findings of
studies based on countries in the Global South. It must be said that this thesis research included only
one case, hence we should be cautious in drawing too general conclusions from the described
similarities with studies of the Global South. Nevertheless, it seems that the identified factors – such
at place attachment, ontological security and family ties – could be somewhat universal in shaping
(im)mobilities. The question remains, of course, which factors might not be universal and e.g. more
specific for either the Global North or Global South. This thesis research made a start in exploring
environmental mobilities within a country of the Global North, and it is important more research is
done on the topic within and between countries of the Global North, to further explore the topic and
make sure there is more balance in the number of studies done between the Global North and Global
South (Piguet, Kaenzig & Guélat, 2018) and to further explore differences and similarities between
the Global North and Global South.

7.2 Reflections on current thesis research
To evaluate this thesis research concerning its general relevance and the used methodology, both
strengths and weaknesses in the research will be discussed here, as well as their impact on the
findings.
7.2.1 Research relevance
First of all, this thesis aimed to address a relevant knowledge gap, namely environmental mobilities
within the Global North, since most scientific research on this topic was focused on countries in the
Global South. This research made a start in investigating this topic in the region gap through the use
of an exemplifying case study within the Global North and can serve as a basis for further research.
This research adds on existing literature by identifying a wide variety of factors shaping people’s
(im)mobilities in the municipality of Valkenburg, an area in the Global North. Another strength of this
research concerns the application of the mobilities perspective: not only was this perspective
suitable for approaching the topic at hand, but it also ensured it was approached in an open,
inclusive and explorative manner, which helped to understand people’s practices, motives and
experiences of mobility in the context of environmental change.
Apart from the scientific relevance, the outcome of this research can also prove to be relevant from a
societal point of view as it helps to understand what can be expected in the future in terms of how
people move or do not move, why, and how they decide to do so in a Global North context. This can
also inform policymakers: such policy recommendations are discussed in section 8.2. These insights
are important since climate change and its effects, such as extreme rainfall and flooding, are
expected to become more common in the future in countries of the Global North (Ekker, 2021;
European Commission, n.d. b; Gaalen, 2021). Accordingly, this research can help make sense of
mobilities in the context of environmental change in public debate. For example, findings of this
thesis research were included in an online newspaper article of the Dutch newspaper NRC, which
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discussed how most people facing climate risks prefer to stay instead of move and what lessons can
be drawn from this e.g. concerning environmental policies (Boas et al., 2022). Additionally, both me
and my supervisor – dr. Ingrid Boas – provided information on environmental mobilities to a
documentary maker from the Dutch public broadcasting company VPRO, who was making a
documentary about the concept of ‘’climate refugees’’. Using the network I have created during this
thesis research, I could provide the documentary maker with contact information of affected people
she could interview for the documentary – with permission of the interviewees, of course.
7.2.2 Reflections on the concepts of the Global North and Global South
Within this thesis research, the choice was made to distinguish between the geographical regions of
the Global North and the Global South. However, doing so did not mean I was unaware of the
critique on these terms that has emerged over the recent years. Such criticism includes, for example,
that these terms are politicized and that they ignore both diversity within and between countries in
the Global North/Global South (Trefzer et al., 2014). However, as Jiménez (2019) argues, the
concepts of the Global North and Global South are still relevant today, as they still conceptualize
global differences in economic power and political representation. These two regions also differ in
terms of levels of productivity, population growth, agricultural production, and international
relations (Odeh, 2010), but also concerning the type and strength of climate change effects and risks
(IPCC, 2018; IPCC, 2021). Moreover, what is of significance in the context of this research is that
these regions differ in terms of initiatives in the fields of climate adaptation and mitigation, which are
further developed in many countries in the Global North due to greater levels of capacities in terms
of resources and expertise (Adenle, Azade & Arbiol, 2015; Georgeson et al., 2016). Especially since
these initiatives may influence feelings of safety and attachment to place, which in turn may shape
mobilities, it was of importance here to make this distinction (Wiegel et al., 2021; Wolsink, 2010;
Quinn et al., 2018).
It is important to acknowledge these differences described above, as they account for the different
needs and interests between the two regions. Moreover, ignoring this divide may lead to ineffective
policy outcomes for countries within these geographical regions (Jiménez, 2019). Therefore, the
choice was made to stick to these concepts as means of geographical division. As much scientific
research also still sticks to these terms this was also considered useful. In addition, they seemed
suitable to describe the difference in geographical focus of existing scientific research, as most
research on environmental mobilities is focused on countries of the Global South (Piguet, Kaenzig &
Guélat, 2018). Nevertheless, in section 8.3 recommendations are given on how future research might
move beyond these concepts.
7.2.3 Reflections on methodology
The research applied a case study design, which means a certain phenomenon was studied in a
specific context – in this case the municipality of Valkenburg. Although case studies are in general
more difficult to generalize from than other research designs, this is not considered problematic here
(Starman, 2013). As the research was rather explorative as to make a start in investigating
environmental mobilities and migration in countries of the Global North through a case study
focusing on the municipality of Valkenburg, the validity of this research remains integral. A case
study was also suitable here because the phenomenon to be investigated – environmental mobilities
and (im)mobilities – were not well-investigated and -understood in the research area yet.
Additionally, the general advantages of case studies were also useful in this research: case studies
allow for close examination of the hypothesized role of causal mechanisms in the context of
individual cases, and their capacity for addressing causal complexity. The selected case was well74

considered, as described in section, 2.1.2, and assumed to be exemplary of other regions in the
Global North which are often characterized by high capacity for measures concerning flood
protection and climate adaptation.
To collect the sample, a non-probability or non-random sampling design – namely snowball sampling
– was used, as explained in section 2.3.2.1, which means the interviewees were not selected
randomly (Kumar, 2011, p. 206). Although it was not possible to apply a probability sampling design
in this research, as there was no (publicly available) complete list of potential participants (Kirchherr
& Charles, 2018; Kumar, 2011, p.199), there are still possible disadvantages from using a nonprobability sampling design. For example, this design can be more prone to selection bias, it is
impossible to determine the possible sampling error, and methods of inference or generalizing are
often not possible (Forster, 2001; Sharma, 2017). Consequently, these samples should not be
considered to be representative of the study population. However, since the aim of this research was
not to generalize but to explore the topic at hand and gain in-depth information, a non-probability
sampling design was adequate. Moreover, another sampling method was simply not feasible due to
the aforementioned reason that there was no (publicly available) complete list of potential
participants.
The sampling method used was snowball sampling, hence the interviewees were selected using
networks (Kumar, 2011, p. 208; Oregon State University, 2010). There are possible disadvantages to
this sampling method, such as the possibility this creates a biased sample because participants with
more social connections often provide other participants who have characteristics similar to the
initial respondent (Etikan, Alkassim & Abubakar, 2015). This bias was tried to diminish through
sometimes asking participants whether they knew participants from e.g. a different age category, but
mostly through making sure throughout the sampling process there was not an under- or
overrepresentation of certain characteristics or groups (see Appendix C). Although the sample is not
guaranteed to be representative of the study population, there was not an over- or
underrepresentation of certain groups visible: the sample consisted of people of a wide variety of
ages, with a wide variety of jobs, and the percentage of male/female was almost 50/50. The majority
of the interviewees, however, was originally from the region itself, and as this thesis research also
looked into how place attachment possibly influenced people's mobilities it would have been
beneficial and interesting to have more people in the sample that were originally not from the
region. Although the sample size was not major – in total of 19 people were interviewed – having a
bigger sample size would not necessarily produce different results, as it was felt a data saturation
point was reached. In the end, the diverse sample and the feeling data saturation was reached
contributed to the research’s validity. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind this research did not
aim for theory generation or generalizing findings, but was rather explorative and abductive. In
addition, data triangulation was reached through comparing findings with theory and supplementing
data with other sources, such as newspapers or research institutes, wherever possible.
As the composition and size of the sample were partially influenced by who was willing to participate
and who not, this might have had an influence on the findings. For example, it is possible a specific
group of people with specific characteristics was generally not willing to participate. As they might
have different mobilities, motives and experiences this could have had an effect on the conclusions
drawn. However, the composition of this group is unknown, and since the selected sample was
nevertheless diverse and data saturation was reached, this was not considered
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For this research, semi-structured interviews were conducted. Hence, the general risk of interviewer
bias, which refers to a systematic difference between how information is solicited, recorded or
interpreted, was present (Hewitt, 2007; Pannucci & Wilkins, 2010). Although the interviews were of a
semi-structured kind, it was attempted to standardize the interviews to some extent to reduce
interviewer bias, e.g. through using the same interview guide and formulating questions in the same
way. Additionally, as the interviews were conducted by only one interviewer, the influence of
individual interviewers on study findings was not diluted (Davis et al., 2010). However, as specific
attention was paid to entering the interview with an open mind – also because the topic at hand was
quite sensitive – and the same interview guide was used for all interviewees, interviewer bias and
errors were attempted to be minimized while enhancing the research’s reliability.
As the data analysis and coding process were only done by one researcher, this may have had effects
on the research validity (Bengtsson, 2016). In addition, as an open coding process was used the
reliability of the data analysis process is somewhat decreased: it is easier to obtain high reliability
with code lists generated deductively rather than inductively. However, during data analysis a coding
list was used (see Appendix E), which increased reliability of the process.
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8. Conclusion and recommendations
8.1 Summary of findings
The overall objective of this research was to shed light on people's short- and long-term mobilities
following the flooding of July 2021 that affected the inhabitants of the municipality of Valkenburg
and what factors shaped these mobilities. By doing so, this thesis aims to make a start in
investigating environmental mobilities within the Global North – a topic that has remained
underexplored so far. This thesis has done so through the use of an exemplifying case study, which
can serve as a basis for further research (see section 8.3 for research recommendations). The
outcome of this research also helps formulate several policy recommendations, which are discussed
in section 8.2. In the paragraphs below, the research findings concerning people's short- and longterm mobilities will be discussed, respectively, after which the main research question is answered.
8.1.1 Sub-question on short-term mobilities
The first sub-question that helps to answer the main research question was about which factors
shaped people’s short-term mobilities during and in the aftermath of the flooding.
During and in the aftermath of the flooding, people made different choices concerning their
mobilities. These mobilities include decisions concerning evacuation, returning home after the
flooding, finding a temporary place to live, and the choice to move away or stay. This thus concerns
mobilities during the flooding and within days, weeks or several months after the flooding.
Concerning evacuation, most people evacuated themselves or were evacuated by authorities, while
others did not evacuate. There are several factors that shaped the decision to evacuate or not: the
design and location of the house (which determined the water level during the flooding), having
young children, the wish to evacuate at all, and the timing of the wish to evacuate.
After evacuating, many people returned home after a few days or weeks, as they missed their own
home and its familiarity. In returning home, the state of the home played a big role, e.g. whether it
was declared uninhabitable or not. When the home was severely damaged, people were often not
able to return within a considerable amount of time (e.g. months) and had to find a temporary place
to live. In these cases, factors such as availability of materials, machines, and staff and whether the
insurance covered the costs of the temporary home played a role in the decision to return and when
to return.
Except for one couple, none of the interviewees decided to move to another home because of the
flooding. In general, the following factors had an influence on people's aspirations and capabilities to
move away or not after the flooding: cost of moving, place attachment, life satisfaction, social
networks, family ties, sense of safety and ontological security, and self-efficacy.
8.1.2 Sub-question on long-term mobilities
The second sub-question concerned how people affected by the flooding perceive their long-term
mobilities in the face of worsening climate change and which factors played a role in this.
Interviewees were asked how they felt about living in the region in the future and how they saw this
in relation to worsening climate change. This thus concerns the choice of people to continue to live in
affected regions (or not) in the long-term, e.g. after multiple months or years.
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In how people perceived their long-term mobilities mostly the same factors played a role as in their
short-term mobilities, hence: the cost of moving away, sense of safety and ontological security, place
attachment, life satisfaction, social networks, family ties, and self-efficacy. Consequently,
interviewees had no plans to move away in the near future, although they think another flooding is
likely to happen within the coming decade. If they did even move most of them would think twice
about the location, height, and distance from the Geul, although the majority of them does want to
stay within the municipality.
Concerning people's perception on their long-term mobilities in the context of worsening climate
change, it was found the majority of the interviewees saw a clear link between climate change and
past flooding. A few interviewees did not see this link: they feel past flooding was caused by a
combination of events and was just bad luck. Even though visions on climate change and the link with
the flooding differ, in general people do not see climate change as a reason to move away. This may
partially be caused by abovementioned factors, but something else also plays a role here: many of
the interviewees felt that you are not safe anywhere from climate change and that there are climate
risks everywhere, hence moving away from Valkenburg because would not make sense to them.
Most interviewees indicated they would feel safer living in the region in the future if more measures
were taken. Above all, people are desperate to see measures and projects that can be realized now,
on the short-term. Several measures were proposed by the interviewees, which were often in line
with plans and recommendations as discussed in section 3.6. Examples of such measures and
projects are enhancing warning and communication systems, adapting the built environment,
altering agricultural land, and better regional, national, and international collaboration.
8.1.3 Answering the main research question
The main research question of this thesis research was about which factors shape(d) people’s shortand long-term mobilities during and after the flooding of July 2021 in the municipality of Valkenburg.
The main conclusion is that in shaping both people's short- and long-term mobilities and the choices
they make concerning their mobilities, mostly the following factors played a role: the cost of moving
away, sense of safety and ontological security, place attachment, life satisfaction, social networks,
family ties, and self-efficacy. Of all interviewed people, only one household decided to move to
another home permanently, as they did not feel safe enough in their old home anymore. All other
interviewees had no plans to move away in the near future, although they think another flooding is
likely to happen within the coming decade. Although visions on climate change and the link with the
flooding differ, in general people do not see climate change as a reason to move away. Some people
indicated they might move in the future – either within the municipality or away from it – but that
risk or fear of flooding would not be the main reason to do so. However, if they did ever move most
of them would think twice about the location, height, and distance from the Geul. Lastly, most
interviewees indicated they would feel safer living in the region in the future if more measures in the
fields of water management and flood protection were taken.
The mobilities perspective has proved to be very suitable to understand people’s environmental
mobilities during and after the flooding event in Valkenburg and what factors played a role in this.
Comparing the research findings with existing literature, it can be concluded that the findings of this
thesis research match existing theory on environmental mobilities and the factors shaping these. The
factors identified match a variety of existing articles, although e.g. often not all factors identified in
the articles are also found in current research. The factors identified in this thesis research show
similarities to both factors found in the Global North and the Global South. No major differences in
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environmental mobilities and factors shaping these between the Global North and Global South have
been found.

8.2 Policy recommendations
The outcome of this research is also relevant from a societal point of view as it helps to understand
what can be expected in terms of how people move or do not move, why, and how they decide to do
so, in this case within the municipality of Valkenburg. Hereby, these research findings can, for
instance, inform environmental policies related to climate change adaptation, mitigation, and
environmental mobilities. For example, this research showed the majority of people did not relocate
after the flooding and also did not have any plans to do so in the near future. In addition, they had
strong visions on which kind of projects and measures they would like to see carried out in order to
feel safer. This shows it is important to involve inhabitants in environmental policies and plans
related to their future, including water management and flood protection plans. As also stated in the
online newspaper article this thesis research contributed to: ‘’The vulnerability of a community is not
only determined by climate change, but also by cultural connections, employment, resilience, and
social connections. These must be taken into account in policy […]’’ (Boas et al., 2022). In other words,
the risk of flooding is not the only factors shaping the vulnerability of inhabitants and which choices
they make in terms of their mobilities, but also by factors identified in this research such as place
attachment, social networks and self-efficacy. Nevertheless, policies should also keep in mind that
immobility is not always voluntary. For example, interviewees in this research also indicated they
would probably not even be able to relocate even if they wanted to as the cost of moving would be
too big, especially for people who have bought their home. Therefore, policies in the future should
also pay attention to how it can mobilize people who do want to leave, e.g. because they do not feel
safe living there anymore. To conclude: future policies should apply an inclusive approach and
actively involve inhabitants.
Other, more specific policy recommendations can also be formulated here. Besides from the
measures on water management and flood protection mentioned in section 6.2.3.2, there are some
other policy recommendations based on the interviewee's experiences as elaborated on in section
5.5.
Firstly, it is important to note what people were content about regarding how the municipality
handled the flooding. The interviewees felt that, in general, the municipality acted fast and
adequately and helped out a great deal. Several interviewees also benefited from the services and
walk-in hours with social work the municipality organized. Multiple interviewees also praised the
mayor for how he handled the flooding and assisted the inhabitants.
However, there are also points for improvement. It became clear people desired more transparency
and clarity from both the municipality and government, for example in what they plan to do now and
in the future to prevent such floods or at least make sure the damage is limited. Communication and
information distribution was now experienced as quite poorly – both during and after the flooding –
and should thus be enhanced. People indicated they found it important a clear plan was formulated
and communicated clearly. In addition, communication between municipalities, countries, and
related institutions such as the water board should also improve. Another point of criticism that
should be considered is that several interviewees had the feeling the municipality prioritized
Valkenburg’s city center and businesses during and after the flooding, which resulted in less support
for other inhabitants. In general, attention and support should be more equally spread among the
municipality’s inhabitants.
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Regarding policy recommendations for the national government, the main recommendation is that
they should give more support to the affected municipalities and inhabitants. According to almost all
interviewees, the government promised a lot of things in terms of flood protection measures and
financial aid after the flooding, but they feel nothing really came of it. This has seriously harmed their
trust in the government. The municipality paid for a lot of things in advance and is still waiting to see
if the government will help out financially. This all contributed to the feeling many interviewees had:
the government has already forgotten about them. Although the government did set up some funds
for affected people, the application process for these funds was experiences as very complicated and
bureaucratic. So far, these funds felt quite useless to the interviewees as no one profited from them
so far.

8.3 Recommendations for future research
As discussed in section 7.2, this thesis research adds on existing literature by identifying a wide
variety of factors shaping people’s environmental mobilities within the municipality of Valkenburg.
Consequently, this research made a start in exploring environmental mobilities in the Global North
through an exemplifying case study, and can thereby serve as a basis for further research in
Valkenburg and beyond. Here, recommendations for further research are given.
Firstly, as this research happened relatively recently after the flooding (6 months), it would be
interesting to execute similar research after a longer period, e.g. several years, to see whether the
situation has changed. For example, perhaps some people perceive their mobilities differently now
or have moved away after all. In addition, since there will most likely be measures and projects
executed in the coming years in terms of water management and flood adaptation, it would be
interesting to see which of these will be realized and how these will shape how this affects people’s
place attachment and sense of safety, and in turn how this affects their mobilities. It could also be of
added value to execute a similar study with a larger group or more diverse group of respondents,
although one should pay attention to data saturation in this. As the majority of the interviewees was
originally from the region itself and as this thesis also looked into how place attachment possibly
influenced people's mobilities it would be interesting to include more people who are originally from
another region or province.
Secondly, since this thesis was based on one case study, future research might consider other or
multiple cases, either within the same region or somewhere else in the Netherlands. Choosing to
study the same phenomena in another country in the Global North would also be possible. For this
thesis research only studying one case was suitable, as environmental mobilities are still relatively
underexamined in the Global North. However, future research could focus on a comparison of
environmental mobilities within one or more countries in the Global North, as within this
geographical region a lot of differences are present as well (Trefzer et al., 2014). Although proven
useful this thesis research as described in section 7.2.2, the use of terms such as the Global North or
Global South implies these are uniform regions – which they are most certainly not.
Finally, questions concerning which factors influence the duration and destination of movement
were beyond the scope of this research but could be included in future research. For example,
relocations can be temporary or permanent, and destinations can be local (within the same town or
region), internal (within the same country), or international. In other words, future research could
investigate that if people even decide to move away from their home where it is that they move to
and for how long. Within this thesis research only one household was found to permanently relocate
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after the flooding, as they moved from one house to another within Valkenburg. However, it could
be interesting to look into other relocated households – whether in the case of Valkenburg and/or in
other case studies – and further investigate the duration and destination of movements such as
relocation.
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10. Appendix
A. Consent form (Dutch)

Geïnformeerde toestemming tijdens interviews
Verklaring van geïnformeerde toestemming
Titel onderzoekstudie: Climate change displacement in the Limburg: People’s short- and long-term
mobilities during and after the flooding of July 2021 in Valkenburg, the Netherlands /
Klimaatverandering-gerelateerde ontheemding in Limburg: Mobiliteitskeuzes op korte en lange
termijn tijdens en na de wateroverlast van Juli 2021 in Valkenburg, Nederland
Naam onderzoeker: Lara Welling
Naam supervisor (indien van toepassing): dr. Ingrid Boas
Beschrijving van de studie
U wordt gevraagd deel te nemen aan een onderzoek. Dit is een onderzoek naar de wateroverlast
afgelopen zomer in Valkenburg (Limburg), en hoe dit invloed heeft gehad op ontheemding en
mobiliteitskeuzes van inwoners.
U wordt gevraagd om deel te nemen vanwege uw kennis en ervaring bij dit onderwerp, omdat u zelf
vanwege de wateroverlast ofwel tijdelijk ofwel permanent uw huis uit moest.
U wordt gevraagd om deel te nemen aan een interview. Het duurt ongeveer 45 minuten om te
voltooien. Lees dit formulier voordat u ondertekent en stel eventuele vragen.
Risico's en voordelen van deelname aan het onderzoek
Deze studie brengt weinig risico voor u met zich mee. U kunt op elk moment stoppen met deelname
en het beantwoorden van de vragen. Er zijn voor u geen directe voordelen aan deelname aan het
onderzoek. Uw inbreng zal belangrijk zijn voor onderzoeksprojecten en publicaties door onze kennis
met betrekking tot ontheemding en mobiliteitskeuzes van gebieden in het westen te verbeteren. Uw
inbreng is belangrijk voor deze discussies. De informatie uit dit project wordt gedeeld met de
deelnemers. Het wordt gedeeld via email.
Vertrouwelijkheid
• De gegevens uit dit onderzoek mogen worden gebruikt in het onderwijs, studentenprojecten en
gepubliceerd in wetenschappelijk tijdschriftartikel(en), maar u wordt niet persoonlijk geïdentificeerd
zonder uw toestemming.
• De audio van het interview zal worden opgenomen (indien toestemming hiervoor is gegeven). Er
zullen geen foto’s of video’s worden gemaakt.
Vrijwillige aard van de studie
Wij danken u hartelijk voor uw deelname. Uw beslissing om deel te nemen is geheel vrijwillig. U kunt
ervoor kiezen om op geen enkel onderdeel van het onderzoek te antwoorden of op elk moment te
stoppen met deelname, zonder dat u daarvoor een boete krijgt.
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Recht op wissen
Ik begrijp dat ik het recht heb om de bovengenoemde informatie op mijn verzoek te laten
vernietigen, zowel tijdens het onderzoek als tijdens de opslag, in overeenstemming met het recht op
verwijdering van de AVG.
Contacten en vragen
Als u vragen of opmerkingen heeft, kunt u contact opnemen met Lara Welling.
Mail: lara.welling@wur.nl
Voor vragen over je rechten als onderzoeksdeelnemer kun je contact opnemen met de Wageningen
Universiteit en de Commissie Wetenschappelijke Integriteit Onderzoek via cwi@wur.nl
_____ Ja, ik wil graag deelnemen aan het onderzoek.
_____ Nee, ik wil niet deelnemen aan het onderzoek.

Naam:
____________________________________________________________
Datum:
___________________
Handtekening:
________________________________________________________________

Opnametoestemming
Er is mij verteld dat er audio-opnames worden gemaakt tijdens mijn deelname, maar dat deze
opnames niet voor publicatie in welk formaat dan ook zijn. Ik heb vernomen dat ik kan vragen om de
opname op elk moment uit te schakelen.
Ik ga ermee akkoord opgenomen (audio) te worden onder de hierboven vermelde voorwaarden.
Ja
Nee
Handtekening:
_________________________________
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In te vullen door onderzoeker als toestemming is gegeven:
Datum:____________________________________________
Handtekening:______________________________________
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B. Interview guide (Dutch)
Interview guide (Dutch)
Begin interview
Uitleg eigen onderzoek
Consent form uitleggen, laten tekenen of toestemming opnemen.
Vragen of het interview mag worden opgenomen.
Thema 1: Achtergrond geïnterviewde
• Achtergrond geïnterviewde: leeftijd, herkomst, etc.
• Relatie/band geïnterviewde met gemeente Valkenburg: hoe lang al woonachtig, betekenis,
binding, etc.
Thema 2: Wateroverlast en korte termijn mobiliteitskeuzes
• Ervaring tijdens wateroverlast: hoe was de situatie, gevoelens, etc. Reconstrueren.
• Op wat voor manier getroffen door wateroverlast? Voor hoe lang, hoe is de situatie nu, etc.
• Wat voor invloed heeft de wateroverlast gehad op mobiliteitskeuzes? Bijv. evacueren,
verblijfplaats.
• Wat voor factoren hebben invloed gehad op deze mobiliteitskeuzes tijdens en na de
wateroverlast?
Thema 3: Lange termijn mobiliteitskeuzes
• Visie/mening over lange termijn mobiliteit in relatie tot klimaatverandering
• Wens om wel/niet in de regio te blijven wonen, in relatie tot wateroverlast en
klimaatverandering
• Factoren die van invloed zijn op deze visie/mening
Thema 4: Ruimte voor de Rivier en andere maatregelen
• Vragen naar kennis over RvdR, Maaswerken, etc.
• Mening over RvdR en andere maatregelen: heeft het geholpen, relatie tot recente
wateroverlast, mogelijke verbeteringen, etc.
• Hadden er voorafgaand aan de wateroverlast meer maatregelen moeten zijn?
• Invloed RvdR en toekomstige projecten op lange termijn mobiliteit
Einde interview
Checken of er nog vragen en/of opmerkingen zijn aan de hand van dit interview en/of de behandelde
onderwerpen.
Bedanken voor medewerking.
Vragen naar mailadres o.i.d. om scriptie naar toe te sturen als die af is.
Vragen: zou u nog andere personen weten die wellicht geïnteresseerd zijn om mee te doen aan het
onderzoek? Vragen naar contactgegevens/mijn contactgegevens geven aan die personen.
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C. Background interviewees
In Table 6, detail on some key characteristics of the interviewees are provided. Furthermore, most of
them are married and have children, both babies and adults, and some even have grandchildren.
Some of them have pets, mostly cats and dogs but also birds. Of the older interviewees, most are
already retired. The people who are still working have a wide variety of jobs such as yoga teacher,
alderman at municipality, chef, physical therapist, visual artist, and restaurant or hotel owner.
Most of the interviewees are currently living in the municipality of Valkenburg, and of these people
the majority has been born and raised there and have lived there (almost) their whole life. They feel
like ''true Valkenburgers'' and are very attached to the town and the region as a whole. Other
interviewees are not currently living in the municipality of Valkenburg but have a business located
there, like a restaurant, hotel, or health- and coaching center. They do live in the region, for example
in Maastricht. A few interviewees are not from the region originally but have moved to the
municipality later in life for work, family or coincidental, for example having the opportunity to buy a
cheaper home there. These people come from other parts of the Netherlands, such as the
metropolitan area the Randstad in the western part of the country or from Groningen in the north.
Some of them feel more attached to the region now and feel like they have ''integrated'' well. Others
like it there but do not have great affinity with Limburg in general and would consider moving if a
good opportunity related to work or housing arises elsewhere.
Most interviewees are very attached to the municipality and region for various reasons. Most of
them have lived there their whole life, so are bound due to family ties and history. A few
interviewees have a family business located in the municipality, which also causes them to have a
strong bond with the location. In addition, the natural landscape of the region appeals to many
interviewees, due to its abundance of green hills and forests. They also enjoy the general culture and
friendly atmosphere of the region.
Table 6: Background information on interviewees.
InterAge
Gender
Place of
viewee(s) category
residence
#
1
80-90
Male
Valkenburg

2

80-90

Male

Valkenburg

3

40-50

Male

Maastricht

4

60-70

Female

Houthem

5

40-50

Female

Valkenburg

Origin

Job

Valkenburg

Retired
Worked as
handyman in
family-owned
workplace (forge)
Retired

Heerlen,
Southern
Limburg
Maastricht,
Southern
Limburg
Amsterdam,
North
Holland
Valkenburg
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Restaurant owner

Works at other
municipality in
the region
Worked in
healthcare

Comment

6

40-50

Female

Houthem

Co-owner of hotel
Visual artist

Valkenburg

Meerssen,
Southern
Limburg
Houthem,
municipality
of
Valkenburg
Valkenburg

7

15-20

Female

Houthem

8

70-80

Female

9

70-80

Male

Valkenburg

Valkenburg

Retired

10

50-60

Female

Houthem

Rotterdam,
Southern
Holland

11

70-80

Female

Valkenburg

12

70-80

Male

Valkenburg

13

60-70

Male

Valkenburg

14

60-70

Male

Valkenburg

Meerssen,
Southern
Limburg
Born in
England,
moved to
Valkenburg
at 5 years old
Groningen,
northern
part of the
Netherlands
Valkenburg

Worked at royal
navy
Now works at
health and
coaching center
Was a cosmetics
consultant

15

40-50

Male

Valkenburg

Southern
Limburg

16

30-40

Female

Valkenburg

17

30-40

Male

Valkenburg

Houthem,
municipality
of
Valkenburg
Valkenburg

18

40-50

Female

Maastricht

19

50-60

Female

Valkenburg

Meerssen,
Southern
Limburg
Valkenburg
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High school
student

Retired

Mother of
#7, same
household
Daughter of
#6, same
household
Couple with
#9, same
household
Couple with
#8, same
household

Retired
Does volunteering
work, chair of
soccer club
Was a chef

Retired
Worked in cafes
and restaurants
Alderman at
municipality of
Valkenburg
Works at medical
company

Comes from
butcher family in
Valkenburg
Physical therapy
practice in
Valkenburg
Own yoga
practice in
Valkenburg

Couple with
#17, same
household
Couple with
#16, same
household

D. Flyer
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E. Coding list
Table 7: Coding list used during interview analysis.
Code
Explanation
Background interviewee
Information relating to the
background of the interviewee
and his/her relation to
Valkenburg
Experiences during flooding
Description/reconstruction of
the situation during the
flooding, including feelings and
emotions experiences

Effects of flooding

How the flooding affected
someone, the aftermath of the
flooding

Short-term mobilities

Mobilities and choices
concerning these during and in
the aftermath of the flooding
(days-weeks-months after
flooding), e.g. decision-making
about evacuation, (temporary)
housing, habitability, and
possible relocation, and the
factors shaping these choices

Long-term mobilities

Concerns people’s perceptions
on living in the region in the
future, especially in the context
of worsening climate change,
e.g. the vision people have on
continuing to live in affected
regions (or not) in the longterm (after multiple months or
years), and factors shaping
these perceptions
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Sub-codes
Origin, Place of residence, Age
Duration of living there,
meaning of/attachment to
Valkenburg
Description/reconstruction of
flooding, Feelings and
emotions during flooding
Opinion on role of municipality
and government during the
flooding
Material damage, Emotional
impact
Opinion on role of municipality
and government after the
flooding
Insurance matters
Evacuation decisions and
factors shaping these
Decision-making about
returning home and factors
shaping these decisions
(Temporary) housing decisions
and factors shaping these
Decision-making about moving
or staying and factors shaping
these
Perceptions on living in the
region in the future and factors
shaping these perceptions
Climate change
Projects and measures (in the
past and future)

